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I By WILLIAM NILES
OCT. 12—John Barkham,, tain1 hope" of preventing Kenya
Governor of the'Overseas
Press Club of America.-pro-
phesied tonight the align-
ment of the 20 new African
states into three or' four
regional groups. Boundaries
that now separate the African
countries are artificial, he
stated, and split indivisible
ethnic groups. .
The introduction of indus-
try and stable economics will
result in an East African
group composed of Kenya,
Tanganyika, Nyassaland, and
Uganda, all English-speaking
countries, Mr. Barkham con-
- tinued. '
- Tha veteran African corres-
pondent considers m o d e r n
Africa a "patchwork quilt" of
free and independent states
consisting of : three funda-
mental groups.
Freedom Easy
The first, an .all black
group, Barkham said, had r
latively little trouble obtain-
ing freedom from the whites,
as the lands they, inhabit are
not fit for white inhabitants.
Ghana, one such country,, was
a leader in the—formation of
African government. With in-
creasing competition from in-
dependent states such as Ni-
geria, though, Ghanian Prime
Minister Nkruniah is shifting
to the left to maintain- su-
premacy. .
Barkham feels, however,
that Nkruniah will continue to
veer to the left with the rise
of stronger independent states,
but if Ghana regains its for-
mer prestige, he will undoubt-
edly shift back towards the
West. • -
Tanganyika' is an all black
state scheduled for independ-
ence oh December 9 this:year.
Its leaders are intelligent and
honest to the point that even
-, the resident whites . favor
Z them, Barkham said.
Mixed Africa
The second group, "Mixed
"Africa," including mtfst; Af-
rican states, is populated not
only by black and whites, but
also by a good many Asians.
Trouble is brewing in this
•group, B a r k h a m believes,
through racial prejudices and
conflicts. Kenya, a prime ex-
ample of the second group,
has been plagued by. the Mau
Maus for several years.
Leadership in Kenya, he
feels, will probably fall to
Tom Mbota, a brilliant but not
thoroughly trusted man, in-
stead of ex-Mau leader Jomo
Kenyatta. Whites no longer re-
from becoming an' African-run
state* Barkham noted that
when economic and political
stability finally come to Ken-
ya, it could well become the
most'popular tourist attraction
in Africa.
The Central African Federa-
tion, said Mr. Bark-ham, pre-
sents a .real problem. Com-
posed of two mixed states,
Northern and- Southern Rho-
desia, and black Nyassaland"
the Federation is administered
by Sir Roy.. Welensky of Eng-
land- Nyassaland does not be-
long-in this federation, Bark-
ham said, and trouble is bound
to ensue. ' • „ • • •
British System
Nigeria presents the best ex-
ample of how the British sys-
tem took root. In that coun-
try, as in Switzerland, there
is no personality cult; hence,
one doesn't often hear of its
leader in the news. ;
The Congo, because of •' U.N.
intervention, is finally achiev-
OCT. a panel discus-
sion tonight following the ban-
quet of the Fifth Annual
Campus: Conference, two pro-
the threat will be. constructive,
but even if it is bad and takes
the form of rioting, this is bet-
ter than nothing at all."
Professor Cooper emphasized
ing some stability except "in j the Administration stated their
the Katanga Province. i v i o r a c "" t h= ̂ "* n* •>*>,,*.»«+
Angola now presents a more
serious problem, for it will
fessors and two members of t h e n e e d f o r attempting to get
the top intellectual student. "If
we. try to get the second best,"
he said, "we will end up with
|views, on the kind of student
Trinity should seek and how
best it can obtain him.
not permit any . outsiders to I Moderated by John L. Bonee
'43, the panel consisted ofenter. Africans . there are ex-
ploited in an almost slave-like
fashion.
'White Africa'
The third, area Barkham
talked of was "White Africa,"
headed by South. Africa. The
ratio of blacks to whites there
is ten to three, but control is
entirely by the white Africans
who ^rigorously enforce the
Apartheid policy. President
Hendrik Yerwoerd rules with
"rods of iron," declared Bark-
ham.
The Dutch have been in
South: Africa for over three
hundreS years and have no
where else to go even if they
wanted to, Barkham stated.
(Continued on Page 4)
Vice-president Albert E. Hol-
land '34, Professor George B.
the third best.'
Noii-Intelleetual Aspect





I frantic rain-soaked crowd, was
Trinity's a battle of ground forces, as
unranked Bantams staged a D0*-h teams completed only
major upset rf the football|tw> passes. Although 1he Jum-
>eason uy defeating Tufts thisg
afternoon,. 1-1-ij. Tufts was ra-
ted a two-touchdown favorite
by most prognnsticators and
bos collected 18 first downs to
Trinity's 12, and led in rushing
yardage, 253-180, the Bantams
were able to slop Jumbo
intellectual aspect of the ap-jheld a high place in the L a m - ! d r i v e s deep in- their own ter-
plicant and agreed that al- bert Cup rating!,.
The Baniams' winning scmvCooper, Hallden Professor o f i l h o u g h thf?y were extremely
Physics Edwin P. Nye and As-1 important, they s h o u l d not came at 8:15 of the fourth
p W too. great a role in eval- quarter to break a 6-6 dead-
lock.. Bill Polk dove into the
sistant Admissions Director
Jacob W. Edwards '59. uating credentials.
The panelists were in strong Professor Cooper said activ-
agreement that the College j l t l e s a r e a by-product of acad-
should look for the intellectual-
ly motivated student willing to
commit himself to the intel-
lectual life of the campus.
Strong Commitment
Professor Nye called for the
strong commitment. He said
the student must commit him-
self enthusiastically—so enthu-
siastically, in fact, t h a t his
commitment poses- a threat,
either good or bad.
. "Hopefully," said Dr. Nye,"
Protesting U- G onn Students
Boycott Homecoming Rites
By MTEON ROSENTBAL
STORRS, OCT. 14—C o n-
trasting recent student dem-
onstrations and aroused action
on campus, the University of
Connecticut t o d a y stoically
celebrated its annual alumni
homecoming.
A crowd, whose number was
described as "disappointing,"
sat by quietly and watched the
University of. Massachusetts
defeat the Huskies 31-13.
Protesting the "usurption of
the student's right to have the
power of allocation -pf-'activity
money and their right to be
treated as individuals," the
I. F. C. and the student news-
paper, the. Daily C a m p u s ,
called for a lockout of alumni
from fraternity houses, a boy-
cott of this evening's Dave
Brtrbeck concert, and no fra-
ternity or dormatory displays.
Alumni Unaware
The concert was a sell-out
and most alumni weren't even
aware of the lockout, arid some
stated that they hadn't heard
of a ' student - administration
controversy on campus.
One alumnus said he, was
skeptical as to the issues of
t h e student demonstrations
which have involved an esti-
mated 4300 students over the
past weeks. He"~ voiced the
hope that the students axe
aroused only by the paternal
stand of the administration and
not the adminstration's com-
plete prohibition resolution.
Lester Archambault, editor
of the Campus, declared that* ture for our lbunge,"_ explained
the student organizations and
the student." body have been
aroused because student or-
ganizations with budgets of
$100 or more a semester, un-
der the new administration
proposals, must have t h e i r
budgets approved toy "the ad-
ministration.
Overzealous Paternalism
"The administration is con-
vinced," s a i d .Archambault,
"that they have handled this
thing poorly. They think their
intentions are 100 per cent
above board, and in m a n y
cases I agree." He added how-
ever that " s t u d e n t s - are
aroused because of the over-
zealous, paternalism of the. ad-
ministration."
Archambault revealed t h a t
two m e m b e r s of the State
Legislative Education Commit-
tee will look into the situation
on campus. The Campus editor
didn't know what the purpose
of the jstudy would be, but ex-
pressed the fear of possible in-
clusion in the f u t u r e of all
dormitory fees which are now
paid to the individual independ-
ent dorms for furniture, par-
ties, and such.
"We recently bought furni-
Archambault, "arid if we had
to have our budget approved
by the administration t h e y
could have told us exactly what
to buy and what not to buy."
Three Groups
John Dunlap," assistant dean
of students and ,. target f6r
much recent student criticism,
in an exclusive Tripod inter-
view at his home aired his be-
lief that there are three groups
with different aims involved in
disagreements with the ad-
ministration.
Dunlap, to-whom the popular
song "Hit the Road Jack" has
been dedicated on the UConn
campus, stated that the mem-
bers of the Nutmeg, (the, year-
book) the Campus, and the
FM radio station "are ' sincere-
ly concerned with regulations
they believe to be their detri-
ment. ' •
These would include the pro-
(Continued on Page 2)
ritory.
Scoreless First Quarter
T r i n i t y made its own
breaks in the game. Midway
in the first period, John Szu-
end zone from the six to cap mczyk blocked a punt by Dave
emie work and should not be
given ..nearly the same ' con-
sideration as academic ability.
Jacob Edwards stated that
the Admissions Office is con-
stantly searching for excel-
lence, both academic and per-
sonal. He was pleased that the
word we. term well-rounded
had not been mentioned and
said that it was a dangerous
word.
Well-Roundedness
"The w e l 1-rounded student
does Trinity no good," he said,
for he "is one who has joined
most of the activities at high
school, but did not concen-
trate in any on any one thing.
"We want the guy who spent
three years on the student
government, a team, the lit-
er-ary magazine or some other
activity," he said.
Vice-President Holland com-
mented on the type of student
commonly thought of as the •
"grind". He called attention to
the impressive post-college re-
cords of former valedictorians,
salutatorians and high honor
students of Trinity. Mr. Hol-
land also pointed to the re-
cords of former football play-
ers, to show that they, too,
were not as one sided as peo
pie.may have thought.
Methods Foi' Obtaining
The discussion 'changed from
the type of s t u d e n t Trinity
should seek to the methods it
should employ to obtain him.
Assistant Admissions Director
commented on the efforts of
the Admissions Department in
the this direction. He said that
the C o l l e g e ' s position has
greatly improved. - "The Ad-
missions Office has found," he
said, "that we are now compet-
ing, for many of the same stu-
dents, with our neighboring
colleges. About three quarters
of this year's class consists of
mutual candidates."
Edwards emphasized the im-
portance of recruiting students,
rather than sitting back wait-
(Cnntdnued on Page 2)
a 90-yard drive. Adzigian, and George Guiliano
The game, played before a | recovered on the Tuft's 42. A
MASTER DAN
Freedom Rider Stresses Integration
Efforts To the Christian Association
OCT. 10—"If nothing else,
Rye at least managed to inte-
grate the paddy wagon,"
Freedom Rider John Gager
said tonight as he recounted
his experience in the South
this" summer before a meeting
"of the Christian Association.
A third year divinity student
at Yale, Gager was arrested
this June when he participated
In the Freedom Rides spon-
sored by - the Congress of
^Racial Equality (CORE).
Gager's group, three whites
and three Negroes, was taken
to the city jail in Jackson,
'-Mississippi, after integrating
the waiting rooms of the local
"bus depot.
Gager was fined $200 Qn a
teeach of peace charge and
was sentenced to four months
In. jail but was released after
two weeks in the Jackson city
Jail and: the Mississippi State
t- Penitentiary. His. retrial was
" to have taken place thismorn-
m ing, said Gager, but. CORi• ui-
W formed him as he was. waiting
' ' for his plane at Idlewild that
i t had pleaded nolo. cont^
i~4ere. The only cases C O I J f
Will appeal -are-, those of its
„ national chairman, James
6,-Farmer, and a Negro arrested
- vin Montgomery, Alabama.
187th Eider Arrested
" The 187th Freedom Rider to
be arrested since the rides be-
gan, Gager was oneof 36
arrested and tried in Jackson
three days and came to know,
as Gager expressed it, "what
it is like to have no rights, no




. OCT. 9—William Polk, presi-
dent of the Class of 1962, told
the Senate tonight that his of-
fice is undeserving of the term
"President.
A more proper term would
be social chairman, Polk de-
clared, as the president's only
function is to run the class
dance.
enclature," Spencer concluded.
"As senators, we have tiie op-
portunity and authority to-rep-
resent Trinity College in these
issues.
Lacy Reports
In place of a president, Polk firmary aides.
Dean Lacy reported on sev-
eral motions that the Senate
had pending. The College will
not hire a full time nurse, he
said, but probably will give a





suggested that a social com-
mittee be chosen in each class.
Committee members would in-
"clude representatives from so-
cial groups and independents.
A senator would act as adviser
and treasurer for the group.
Representative Group
Such a committee would be
just the right size, Polk com-
mented, and the presence of a
representative from each stu-
dent group would facilitate
The Faculty Committee on
Administration refused the
ing of the regulations concern-
ing women in the dormitories,
the Dean reported.
Standardized Exams Pending
No definite conclusion has
been reached as yet on the
publication of a standardized
examination schedule at regis-
tration. Dean Lacy expressed
his approval of the idea and
the old Black Joe type which
is too often, the popular mis-
conception," The Negro,
plained, is "a" hard-:
realist. Foremost in his mindf»Senate.
is to run Jim Crow out of the
South."
Sen. James Sweeney, stated
that the Constitutional Review
Committee had considered the
matter of class presidents and
When Gager and his party
bought their tickets for Nash-
a member of the
Secretary Roger Nelson dis-
agreed with such a recom-
mendation, feeling that aboli-
tion of the class office was far
pass the measure.
Lacy concluded by declaring
that the administration is be-
coming -• "exceedingly vexed"
the failure of students to
this continues, automobile per-
mission may be sharply curtail-
ed or completely denied, the
Dean threatened.
pass to Sam Winner was good
for 21 yards and a first down
on the IS. The Jumbo line held
and Taylor, back to pass on
fourth down, was caught and
dropped. An intentional groun-
ding penalty on the play gave
the Jumbos the ball on their
own 36.
Tufts then moved down tha
field. Ron Deveaux ran to the
44, but the play was called
back because of a holding pen-
alty. Deveaux went off left
tackle for seven, and Adzigian
punted. Szumczyk rushed hard
again and fell into the kicker,
giving Tufts a first down on
their 49,
The Tufts ground game
charged on down the field as
Duncan MacDonald gained a
first down on the 25, and two
dashes by Deveaux put the
ball on the 14. MacDonald
drove for two, and a Trin off-
side made it second and three.
MacDonald and Deveaux each
made a yard. But Winner and
| Jim Whitters stopped Mac-
I Donald on fourth down, and
1he Bantams took over on
their five as the quarter ended.
Trin Goes On March
Szumczyk took the ball on
three straight plays, and failed
by a mere six inches to make
the first >down. Although deep
in his own territory, quarter-
back Don Taylor elected to
go for it, and sent Szumczyk
off tackle for two yards. The
Trinity cheering section came
to life by applauding Taylor's
courageous call.
Sophomore halfback Bill
Campbell went around right
end for six and Bill Polk off
left tackle, where another
measurement showed-the Ban-
tams to-be just short again.
Campbeil showed his style as
he dove straight ahead for fiva
yards. With the ball' moved up
to the Bantams' 37 on a'Jum-
bo offsides, Campbell again
went off tackle and broke a»
way down to Tufts' 37.
Szumczyk caused the head
linesman a little more work,
as his plunge on the next play
was a mere three inches from
a first down. Taylor, mixing
his attack well, sent Polk a-
round right end to the three,
where he was knocked out of
bounds. Tufts called time out
to try and halt the Bantam
march.
When play resumed, Szum-
czyk and Polk tried the right
side of the Jumbos' line for
no gain, but on* third down,
Campbell dove in for the six
points; Ian Bennett's kick was
off to the left, and the Ban-
tams held a 6-0 lead after five
minutes of the second quarter,
on a drive that had covered
96 yards in 14 plays.
6-6 At Half
But Tufts roared right back
to tie it up. After Deveaux ran
Bennett's kickoff back to the
30, Ralph Doran, the day's
leading ground • gainer, skirted
left end to his own 45. After
Deveaxix slipped into Bantam
territory, quarterback Dennis
Hickey faked a handoff and
flipped .a toss to Doran, who
was knocked out on the 30. He
went around end for five, and
Deveaux picked up another
first clown on the 15.
headed off left tac-
kle, and sliced to the five. Af-
ter two plays by Deveaux
gained four yards, MacDonald
(Continued on Page 5)
ville, the ticket agent recog- simpler than the addition of
nized them immediately as | three more senators.
Freedom Riders. "In counting! Slierln Objects
Mr. Peter Sherin, president
of the Class of 1963, express-
ed resentment at Polk's belit-
forth-foreseeing the fines wei.tlement of his office. "I have
out our change," Gager re-
called, "he counted in mul-
i tiples—S5Q0,- $600, and so
"We Are All Brothers In Christ
prisoners so the whites would
not be beaten up and the
Negroes would not indoctri-
nate one another.
Aware of the dangers in-
volved in participating in the
Freedom Rides,.; Gager was
firm in his convictions.
He affirmed that "we no
longer live in a. world that is
a unaware or unconcerned with
what goes on in the South,
impor-
Prevent Mob Rule
Secondly, Gager wanted' to
iz'e. There-is/-no distinction in
Christ,. either actual or arti-
see if mob rule was going tojficial. We are all brothers in
£ ™ . £ . W. The others Southern ^tions « = - ^
b»<, +=t»n into custody as tant not owy ^ ,,,__lf1 thoritu
but &r the rest of the world
as well," Gager said. He ex-
plained that when he was in
France, "the newspapers had
better coverage of the flare-
ups over school integration
than our own papers did.
ere take  i t  t as
they attempted to integrate
other public transportation
&̂  terminals in Jackson. All 36
I?* Freedom Riders Gager , said,
jwere tried together by one
"toagistrate. . They were placed
Jk cells apart from the:-. other.
prevail over constitutional
law, and to do his utmost to
see that-it did not Discrimi-
nation in bus travel, rest
rooms, waiting rooms, res-
taurants and other public con-
veniences has been outlawed
since the war, Gager ex-
plained. He wanted to test, as
earlier Freedom Riders had
the adherence by au-
thorities to the law.
A religious conviction, said
Gager, also drove him to make
the trip. "Perhaps the strong-
est conviction that influenced
me," said Gager, "was ,orie
which most people do not real-
Christ." Divinity student Ga-
ger explained that Southern
ministers have twisted religion
to . justify racial discrimina-
tion.: ; ,
Motivated by these convic-
tions, Gager, his wife and an-
other divinity student drove to
Georgia. The- "Jesus Saves",
"Come and Ye-are Welcome"
signs which; they saw as they
entered the South struck them
as extremely hypocritical re-
flections of the attitudes of
the South.
Lived With Negroes
The. trio lived in the midst
of * Negro, community for
were soon to receive.
Smooth Ride
"Everything went smoothly
when we got on the bus,"
said Gager. "Nothing hap- Sherin could only name an un-
pened, even when the otheir
passengers realized with hor-
ror that they were on a 'Free-
dom Bus' and couldn't do a
thing about it."
When the bus reached its
destination, however, there
was a boisterous "reception
tried to make the office mean
more than just social chair-
man," Sherin declared.
When questioned, however,
successful pretzel drive and a
vague gathering of class spirit
as manifestations of his ef-
forts.
President Arthur McNulty
referred the matter to a com-
mittee headed by Sen, Donald
Woodruff with Senators Lee,
WHCTToFeature
Religion Faculty
committee" waiting for it. i Lenicheck and Lut'in.
Gager tried to reason with the
crowd, but found it futile.
"Luckily there was none of the
violence of the earlier Free-
dom Rides when burnings and
beatings had "oecured," Gager
said.
. "We simply walked down
Senate More Active
Sen. Ronald Spencer, urged
the Senate to take more ac-
tive interest"'in national and
international affairs.
"Supposedly we are the.coun-
try's future leaders," Spencer
OCT. 12 — Religion depart-
ment faculty will discuss
"how the Bible speaks to mod-
ern man" on a new WHCT-
TV Sunday series beginning
Oct. 29, Dr. William A. John-
son announced today. The pro-
the professor outlined each
man's field of specializ alion
and his educational experience.
Dr. Theodor Mauch, who
studied in Germany and Switz-
erland, is an Old Testament
™u «IUIUUUU:II luuay. J.HK ijio <.
grams, to be seen on Channel •
18. from 5 to 5:30 p.m., are
sponsored by the Hartford
Council of Churches and the
College.'..
According to Johnson, he
and his colleagues .will consider
problems "significant to con-
temporary religion and theo-
logy-". They will take major
Biblica lthemes and attempt
to show how they niake sense j m a n y > a n d
Sleeper
specializes in the New Ttesla-
ment.. Sleeper, who has been
active in Christian social move-
ments .studied at Yale and
Vanderbilt Universities.
Dr. Edmond La B Cherbon-
nier teaches oriental religion
and the" philosophy of religion.
He studied in'England, Ger-
today, the professor stated. Johnson specializes in the
the. street towards the depot| start formulating personal
and received little more than icies on various world prob-
jeers," Gager recalled. There lems." , . .
was a paddy wagon waiting in j "Consideration of such issues
front for us in fact, it had j should supersede arguments
been there all'afternoon in the)over -relatively unimportant
declared.. "Now is the time to | According to Johnson topics! history of Christian thought
will include the creation, t h e ! a n d in Judeo-Christian ethics.
; I H iincarnation ; and .'the • Biblical I
!
studied in Sweden, Den-c  
conception of history and o'f!™arki an<3 Switzerland.
man. - . j The series consists of six
Stressing the varied view- pt-ograms. tl will be broadcast
points and backgrounds of the
(Continued on Paee i) matters.like class officer nom- religion department members,
Oct. 29; Nov. 5, 12 and 26;
Dec. 3 and 10,
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ing for them to c o m e . The
alumni and the Cerberus are
doing an excellent -job in this
respectj he added. But other
sniall colleges are ahead of
US, he said.
jsgL-o. A w a r d s attributed the
difference to the fact that
Trinity can not afford to give
as much financial aid to its
students. Only: 60 of the tills
year's freshman are receiving
•aid, he pointed; out.
Edwards was asked if he
did not find that a better type
of student and person caxne
from a particular kind of fain-
Mr. Holland, former admh-jily. He answered that he did
sions • director, elaborated on not. "
Mtlie problems involved in ad-
missions and said that perhaps
as satisfactory results would
be had if all the applications
above a certain .level of acad*
emic ability Were thrown out
the window and picked-up at
random. He went oh to ex»
plain the difficulties involved
in ,- evaluating applicants.'
Low Board Scorers
Mr. Holland said that thirty
five places are reserved In
f
Moyer '63, DaViS Pyfei Kenneth Wiltsek '54.
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Cannon Si!
•Unilateralism, Not.'
The Tripod is perplexed (and, we confess, a bit
frightened) by what we hope is a temporary dismantl-
ing of the two cannon which stood solidly upright on
the slope of the quad- .
The .cannon wei'e most useful symbols of the cur-
rent moral-military crisis and served to explain to stu-
dents of Western society the profound rationale of con-
temporary foreign policy. We of the West always were
comforted by repairing to the slope of the quad and
seeing there the cannon aimed directly to* the East.
These visual aids to understanding our times were
meaningful to everyone and yet left room for indi-
vidual interpretation.
Inescapable Burdeit
We all accepted the fact that it is the. inescapable
burden of Western people in this East-West struggle
to peacefully arm against the powers of the East. We
all "knew ftiat to-the east of the cannon lay such nations
as Russia, China (Red), Outer Mongolia, and Iceland.
Of course all who sought comfort in the cannon
knew the' simple propriety of having the cannon on,
the east coast. For behind these guns (in the West)
stood the Republic (the Long Walk, the Pennsylvania
Turnpike, the Alamo and the Howa'rd Johnson's Em-
pire). Since everything else lies to the east of the
guns, each comfort seeker could think of the cannon
as defending against what he considers the most odious
evil of the East. The comfort seeker could choose, for
instance, to think the cannon were defending'against
the Criminal Communist Slave Empire, Israel, the Vati-
can, the Geneva villa of the late Francis Buchmann,
the Common Market oi whatever was at the moment
the gravest danger to the Republic.
The plugged barrels clearly indicated that we of
the West were not going to shoot people with our
cannon. The cannon were, therefore, deterrents. That
is, long range planning was pointing toward the day
when the cannon will be moved to the shop under
Northam Towers and there will be hammered into
plowshares. Naturally long-long range planning called
for sending these plowshares to all underdeveloped na-
tions which behaved at the Belgrade Conference-
I-board Scores Below the aorfli,
but who Have Other outstand-
ing characteristics.
The. panel Catte under fife
d u r i n g the question period
when en alumnus pointed to
the questioned the • steady de-
elihe in wins by both freshman
and varsity teams. .He quoted
Ray' Costing of the College
Athletic Director, as saying
that a college team should win
60 to 70 per cent of its games,
The percentage of wins in most
of our sports in the past few-
years, he said, has been 'well
below, this figslre. He suggest-
ed that the group of thirty
five places reserved each year
be expanded to allow lot stur
dents who have athletic ability.
Tr^p VS Hifh School
Another-- alumnus wanted to
know why the pfej) .sehoothigh
school ratio is greater at Trin-
ity than, at comparative col-
in insuring s o u n d financial
management. This is getting
to be a large university," he
continued, "and student activ-
ities are becoming big business
and We cannot permit financial
fiascos like the 1960 Nuttneg."
$8,000 Lost
The I960'Nutmeg, has not
yet Been published and is
rumored to have lost upwards
Of
r.Holland backed him up
and, stated that the student
who makes the most of his
opportunities, whether f r o m
the slums or a professor's fam-
ily, will do thfe test, work at
college.
UC6nn--« » .
(Continued from Page 1)
posed, advisory board of fac-
ulty and newspaper men sug-
gested- by the Board of Trus-
tees Committee which inveS- campus' they are open to the
"One of the biggest jokes of
the whole thing is the Campus'
fear of censorship," said Dun-
iap, "The paper's performance
proves t h r -wtole thing, false.
Look at the criticism the aid-
ministration and I myself are
taking every day."
Commenting on the popular-
ly repeated studeirt view that
they Cannot have a good' time
without drinking, Dunlap add-
edi "I just don't Jbeiievfe that
these kids have approached
this gad state of affairs," and
that "by going off
tigatea the "poor quality" of
these student activities,
Beduceft Fowers
He listed as a second
gory the S t u d e n t Senate
"which feels, its powers have
been reduced by -the admin-
istration's actions taking away
their financial control of sttt- now. I don't think it is advis-
FALLEN DEFENDEE
The Tripod is concerned lest the full implications
of the dismantling of the cannon be overlooked by
those responsible for the act.
Suppose a domestic Comsymp or a hondomestie
U-2nik sees the remnants of our once proud symbols
aild> passes the word along to one of our "potential
enemies"? Unless the C.I.'A. has secretly negotiated
the dismantling of the cannon on the slope of the quad
at the University of Moscow, we are clearly guilty of
unilateralism. (Unilateralism is doing something -with-
out getting your "potential enemies" to do it also. Re-
gardless of what this '.'something" is, right or wrong,
it's always wrong.)
. We all know what unilateralism can do. It can
hurt the morale of NATO, the economy in general and
the shelter business in particular;
We must act courageously in this moment of
ultimate peril, The C.I.A,, which, as does God, works
in mysterious ways, cannot be expected to tell us'if
they are responsible for the fall of our cannon- Al-
though we can not prove that they have been at work
here, we shall assume as much. (That is called having
Faith; the C.I.A. requires a lot of Faith.) But-for'the
sake of a good campus "image," we must have some
sort of public inquisition of the people most directly
involved with dismantling the cannon (we assume this
involves the Buildings and Grounds Department).
Perhaps a security clearance test could be given
these men. This would consist of a thorough interoga-
tion to obtain their views on Marxism, capital punish-
ment and birth control- The three major networks
would all be consulted in advance.
The Tripod feels this is more than a matter of uni-
lateral disarmament. Unilateralism means acting
alone or being- original and that,.we all know, is pro-
vocative. • •
I • ..
dent activities," and as a third
eatagory the groups of stu-
dents including many fratern-
ities "who by mid large are
concerned with drinking/'
Dunlap answered the student
charges declaring that "if any-
thing, the administration has
been overiy tolerant.1'
•"I disagree," he said, "that
activities will be controlled by
the administration. Our action
is to insure that the activities
will not get into hot W a t e r
financially. We are interested
consequences of any citizen.
They have no s p e c i a l im-
munity."-
No Cheek Turning
"I am not responsible for
what-happened in the past/ '
he concluded, "but I am re-
sponsible for what happens
able to turn the other cheek
or wink at &, violation of. state
law."
Connecticut, law forbids per-
sons under 21 years of age to
drink intoxicating beverages.
' University President Albert
Jorgensen told the Tripofl that
the present policies Were made
by the Board of Trustees, for
the benefit of the university/1
so" that there could be no ques-
tion at all of the use of funds."
Cloudea By
Jorgensen added that "the
whole issue is clouded by tlie
liquor question" and that the
university is merely enforcing
state laws.
"The Board of Trustees has
stated unequivocally in their re
port," he concluded," that
there will be no censorship or
control Of any student activ-
ities."
Hugh McCann, president of
the university Alumni Associa-
tion, revealed that the alumni
held their annual meeting,fliis.
morning and the present situa-
tion was one of the points dis-
cussed: "We .-appreciate the
position" on faoth sides," he add-
ed. ..".-.:. • • • • ; •
UttcoviBi' Wrongs
An -alumni spokesman said
they are simply trying to find
out what's Wrong and see what
they can do.
. The federation Of Univer-
sity TeacKers, the UConn Chap"
ter of .the American f%der^t-
tion of Teachers, AFl^CIO,
unanimously adopted: a resolu-
tion backing- the students ifl
certain issues of their struggle.
"The Federation, of Univef*
sity .Teachers,", reads their res^
olution, "supports the efforts
of student organizations to re-
tain and extend student control
over the disposition .of Student
fees and the activities support-
ed .by tftUnl." It added that it
"indorses-the principle Of st
dent self-goevrnment"
Mixed Be&titioli
Student r e a c t i o n to the
homecoming boycott and the
student fight in general has
been .mixed. Contrasting views
are Openly seen. For example,
a black painted rock With "We
Won't boycott" l e t t e r e d in
white stands o p p o s i t e the
naked fraternity section of the.
campus, while close by are the
Bulletin
eter B. Clark Jr., S3. of New.York City, aied at 5:15
a.m. Sunday in St. Francis Hospital, Poughkeepsie, * u l *
two ana a hiall hours after an automobile accident on Boate
4A in MilBrdok, NiY>
» iWember of the Class of 1961 ana Psi UpeUanei&rk,  i
Fraternity, was driving: east when his Jaguar sports coupe
spun out of control on the wet pavement. The <*r Wt a tree,
ware no passengers in the car.
Parents' Day Concert
Slated For Sat. Night
The, sixth" annual Parents'
Day Glee Club concert will be
given in Mather "Hail at 8515
p.ln. Saturday. The College
band, Under the direction of
William Green, will precede
the Glee Club's performance*
The Glee Club will be
C h a r l e s Hamblem, '64, and
WiJliam Ward, '65, will be the
soloists.
The All College Chorus, a
combination of the Trinidads,
Chanticleers, Pipes and Gtee
Club, will perform at the con-
cert. The group Will sing
reeted , bjr.. Prof. Clarence H. | e x e r p t s from Thompson's
B a r b e r Its repertoire will "Testament of Freedom". Allr .  t i
f e a t u r e such composers as
•Vaughn Williams, Tchesnokev,
Sullivan and Gilbert Dodge.
students are cordially invited
to brirtg their guests and visi-
tors.
Wel l decorated independent
dormitories,
'."Our boys ^e.not behind it
like the .'fraternity boys/1 said
o n e independent dormitory
housemother. Another, stated
'We had a marvelous party
last night. Everyone seemed
to have a great time without
liquor, Delieve it or not."
Fraternities were in general
behind t h e b o y c o t t and
struggle, although their mo-
Letters To The Editor
Iri&pt Reporting
To the Editor:
Your, recent report of the
Meade Economic Lecture was
a jmast inept statement of
what Professor David MeCord
Wright said and implied in his
forty minute lecture delivered
last Thursday evening. One
might place.,a large portion of
the blame for this poor report-
ing on the faulty or inade-
quate public address system in
the chemistry auditorium, but
certainly not all of the critic-
ism should rest there.
While Professor Wright, as
your report suggested, had a
few words of praise for
Keynes's system and method
of analysis, he did not say that
Kaynes had acurately calcul-
ated gross national product,
investment and consumption
measures. The speaker did say
that Keynes's method of analy-
sis had permitted other eco-
nomists to calculate, with some
degree of accuracy^ estimates
of gross national product, ifr
vestment and consumption.
Freeaing Not Kecommended
It was also reported that the
speaker had criticized Keynes
for making certain assump-
tions which he, Wright, be-
lieved were not realistic. But
Professor Wright did not sug-
gest that Keynes had recom-
mended the freezing of cultural
and technological change in
Great Britain as a solution
"for stopping over-accumula-
tion," whatever that means.
W h i l e Wright criticized
Keynes' analysis, the more im-
portant part of his lecture Was
the attack he directed toward
the public policy recommen-
dations that Keynes derived
from his analysis. The speak-
er questioned the soundness of
Lard keynes' suggestion that
the British .government em-
ploy progressive income taxes
and government expenditures
for the creation of social capi*
tal as a means of avoiding the
waste of unemployed re-
sourcss during the long de<
pression of tht 1930's.
At this point your reporter
stopped taking notes and the
speaker departed from his
notes to make some suggest
tions as to- the possible policy
changes that ; the • "United
States government might make
during the present era of eco-
nomic difficulties,
Lowering Wages
In 'brief, Professor Wright
called for a lowerinf of wages
and prices and a stimulation
6f private investment. Wheth-
er the lecturer would include
all prices in his scheme Was
not made clear. He did not say
that contractual interest rates
should be reduced or long-
term leases adjusted, but by
saying nothing on this matter
we cannot say that he i"uled
out such changes. More im-
portant, however, was the" em-
phasis that Professor Wright
gave to the necessity of wage
adjustments. His emphasis
Seemed to place the burden of
our present economic prob-
lems On the shoulders of labor,
a fact which has not been
proven and one very difficult
to prove. Unfortunately Wright
said nothing of the possibility
that some of our economic dif-
ficulties a re , the end product
of monopolistic practices car-
ried, on by private business and
too often condoned by public
authority.
I t would appear to me, if not
to your staff writer, that Fro*
t Wright's policy re.com'
mendations might be more un-





To the editor: •
After reading the articles in
the Dripod concerning the issue
of Red China's admission to
the UN, I calmly sat back and
waited for one of the intellec-
tuals at Trinity to respond to
Prof. Bankwitz and put an end
to his clever ideas. I t would
appear, however, that, there
are no intellectuals Attending
Trinity this term, or at least
none that have heard of the
UN and can Write. In light of
this condition, I submit a few
thoughts on the UN".
What is the UN? Or, skip'
ping the obvious for a moment,
what is the UN supposed to
be? The UN was presented to
the public as an organization
designed to 'save suecee&ing
generations front the scourge
Of war'" and ohe which, at the
same time; would not inter-
vene in matters that Were es^
settfially the domestic jurisdic-
tion of the members (as deter-
mined by the members).
ITine; the.UN was going to
save the world from: the hor-
ror of war but not meddle iti
the intei'sal affairs of the
member nations. Alter this
build-up by the UN propagand-
ists} it is small wonder that
the Senate adopted the char-
ter with" almost no investiga-
tion. I wonder if the senators
would have ratified the ehar»
ter if they had known that the
drafters of the charter includ-
ed such distinguished Ameri-
cans as Alger Hiss and Harry
.Dexter Wnite, The senators'
enthusiasm might also have
beefi slightly dampened if taey
had taken iiitie to examine the
charter in its entirety, fof they
might have noticed several see*-
tions that highly resembled
the constitution of the USSR,'
they might also have seen ode"
of the less quoted phrases iil
the preamble; "(the 'UN will),
employ international machine--
ry for the promotion of the ec-
and social advancement
of all peoples." This statement
is exactly one of the things
which our Constitution guaran^
tees that the government will
not 4° to or for its citizens.
The founders of the US knew
the dangers of such policy, and
they gave the free citizens the
tight to develop then? own pro-
grams for advancement.
VN Caused War
Bis the UN saved the World
from war? Its promoters say
it has and they point out the
aibility of the UN forces to
keep the Araib Israeli war from
growing larger to prove this
point The obvious fact they
fail to mention is that, the UN
through its international med-
dling, actually caused the'War.
Korea and the Hungarian Re-
volt also serve to point up the
remarkable effectiveness of
this hif hly touted 'organization.
Has the UN done anything
worthwhile? Tlie answer to
this question Will, I aifl sure,
be supplied by any' and all oi
the proponents of the UN; they
bold enough to voice this senti-
ment, he will be greeted with
irrefutable logic of this order:
The uncommitted nations are
not placing their trust in any
single nation, riot even the US,
therefore, we need the UN.
Again a (JUeStion occurs. Is it
too surprising that nobody
trusts the US? I don't believe
in Santa Ckus, and would be
a little leary of anybody mas-
querading as his counterpart
in international policy. If. you
have reached this stage of en-
lightenment, it won't be long
before you see that the issue of
Red China is secondary to "the
main issue. . .
liet me conclude by suggest-
ing, that the UN be removed
from the U.S. and that the
U-S. withdraw from the UN.
Then, and only then, can we
begin to build again the. great-
republic which has been the
M^teg monument to the ideals
Of freedom to Which : all men





The parties of responsibility
concerning student opinion
have at last been named. Aft-
er a series Of artieles relating
What the Tripod does hot rep-
resent ,it has now defined that
the Tripod will attempt to pro-
voke undergraduate thinking
and the Senate is to provide
leadership in the ferfflation of
such opinion. •
The time has come when tlie
Tripod and the Senate must
recognize that co-operation is
•required to accomplish this
eause and effect relationship
and cease the "buck passing"
now engaged in by both or-
ganizations.
The proposed activities of
the Political jSeience Club re-
veal an enthusiastic "body Of
students Who have busied
themselves With political fer-
v b t 1 suggest that the Ilipod
and Senate join the. Political
Icienee Clue in a joint en-
deavor not only to provoke but
to promote successfully an
awareness oi .the entire stu-
dent, body to political issues,
ifita'eat Evident
If over the past months the
Tripod had exhibited the same
elaborate, spaee consuming,
and continuous coverage of
peMtiesi issues that SANE has
received, . then your editorial
title would be valid from your
point Of view. Just because
the student body does not gal-
lop to the. eause of your pet
interest, SANE, you are incor-
rect in assuming; that this
demonstrates a laek of interest
in political affairs. The inter-
est is very evident, the lead-
ership is not!
The Seriate must extricate
itself from the present position
of laissez-faire activities and
live Up to its . constitutional
claim of being the student
governing body. Voting funds,
running class election, and act-
ing as an adjunct to the cam-
pus -police does not meet the
real challenge Of student gov-
erning. Perhaps the campus
evalution committee will be
able. . to locate the Senate's
place in meeting its re-sponsi-
will inundate you with glowing bility, of campus leadership.
accounts of the multitudinous
"uplifting projects" . that are
being carried on all over the
world. At this point in their
narrative; I always Wonder
why, since the U.S. supports'
the UN in the main, we don't
Co-operation among t h e
above organizations will surely
result in. a positive attainment
of, • undergraduate interest
the apathy within themselves.
As a subsidized newspaper,
Mr. Editor, you must not ig-"
nore the . possible result, 'of
your editorial comment. If vol-
untary , subscription suppofted
the Tripod, it well may have
become one of the nortftfh&
tioning traditions of Trinity
College. • ' .
Kenneth A. Stevens, '&J
Apathy Bad?
To the Editor:
I suppose it's really too late
to write a reply to Mr. Baft-
quitz's reply to Mi-.."Bfoudy's
reply to Mr. Bariquitz; so I'll
content myself with summing
up last week's editorial in as
subjective and partial a man-
ner as possible.
The editorial Was entitled, as
a few students doubtless will
remember, 'Galloping Apathy,1
and concerned the Senate's
decision to leave the NSA and
the Tripod's indignant .reply
that the administration iwould-
not distribute 100 cd-pies of the
Tripod to new freshmen as
typical of student life.
•' What 1 km protesting is the
assumption by the Tripod that
apathy is bad. This assump-
tion is seen .after close exami-
nation, to be totally fallacious.
More Who Boat'
For instance, everything bail
in the world (commonly called
"Progress") has been attained
by people who Weren't apathe-
tic.', Communism, atomic radia-
tion, war, starvation, priva-
tion, ticker tape ,and salesmen:
—•all these evils' eidst because
people aren't lazy enough any
more. What the world needs is
'mote people who just don't
care.
Ah you say,, but Alexander
the Great conquered the world,
and he certainly wasn't apathe-
tic; True,'t-reply,-but he only
lived for 32 years because of
it (Mr. Will, you have 12 left)..
Ah, you say, but the first man
to run a four rrilnute mile Cer-
tainly, wasn't lazy.
True, i reply, but Who re-
members His name?
The senate was, of course,
perfectly, right when it took a
definite stand on the NSA-'
namely, to leave. Why figrtt it;
if it's 1.5 million strong, it
wont1 listen to us anyway. '
Breeding Apathy
- Apathy is tired into Trinity
students, one of the finest
points of our curriculum.
We're trained.to go out into
the world on our own and aev--
er vote or campaign for the
party or candidate 6f oW
choice; never support trie
charity and/or government of
our choice) never, in short, to-
care about anything.
tives varied, "I'd like to see
a wet campus," rnumbled one
fraternity man obviously shak-
ing off the effects of l a s t
night's alumni welcoming, "but
I don't care I'm 21."
Another more somber mem-
ber of the "Greeks" s t a t e d
"Liquor does not have any
thing to do with studenf lights.
If we can't have it, we loa't
need it, but we do need to tw






ing a osing battle oil our Gam-
pus. Led on by the eloquent
editors of . the Tripod, we've
been forced from our lethargy
to action, of a sort.
Therefore I propose a student
organization to support ap-
athy- its name to be < "Yes,!
A p a t h V
(.YAWN)';
'ideal to be complete indiffer-
ence. Next Thursday YAWN
will hold its iirst rally at 4:00
o'clock beneath Bishop Brow-






Bruce W. Flier, '64
* * %
ttet we really c&re
(Q.K?) but the 100 copies ai
ging of the Tripod and Senate
just carry on our own good in their, relationship certainly
works campaign, if one Is I has resulted only in increasing
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Mule Hyde" Boot is only one Of the many outstanding
styles available in our fall collection. The Jong
gearing, easy polishing, distinctive olive tan shade oi
Mule-Hyde" makes this boot desirable for dress
wear. spcrts
Connecticut's collegiate men's shoe shops
New Haven' Hartford
22 Trumbuil St. Next to 'Henry Miller Co.
Between the Telephone Bklg. and Heuttefo
Parking- in Nearby Lots
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Broudy Relates Impressions From Russian Trip;
Schizophrenia' Developing From Western Awareness
•r ,In treating .this subject I rely entirely on the Impressions
received during a two week stay inequitably^ divided between
Moscow and Leningrad this past summer. If'the reader keeps
tKis in mind while reading; the international incidents resulting
will be held to a minimum. First a few Introductay comments
to place my article in the correct perspective.
Moscow and Leningrad are ostensibly set up as "tourist
cities.'' That is, they, to my knowledge, are the: only two cities
in the Soviet Union where one can wander freely around, t a l i
to- whom one desire1;, and photograph .what one wishes. You will
remember, that about two weeks .ago an American youth of the
Free University of-West Berlin : was- ajrested in Kiev for;
allegedly spying. This, would not happen to the average tourist,
If? Moscow with a camera. As-a result one does not get a cross
section ol Soviet life by visiting only the above cities. Further- j
more I have the strong suspicion that the groups of students
with whom I spoke were, especially selected and indoctrinated
for'the occasion^ so I will- omit the main part of our conversa-
tions, having since discovered them to be inaccurate 'in many
respects. ' -.
National Schizophrenia ;
The most significant impression I received from the . Rus-
sian youth of today is the development of what I can best de-
scribe as a national schizophrenia among them. Conflicts are
arising that are new to them and to the history of Communism]
In the Soviet Union as a result of the influx of the.English Ian-1
guage since the war. Now many, of the technical textbooks and,
' scientific pamphlets that twenty years ago were written-in j .
ceivecT'from Andrei my guide, it houses 25,000 students in single'four kopeks (3J,4cJ. Leningrad employs the astonishing system'
rooms. The ones I saw were very much like those in Elton Hall.! of honesty in payment of the fee. Only the driver is on the bus
Other facilities available were a huge Olympic s^taimtag pool, j ^ the riders enter from the rear aid deposit four kopeks in
gymnastic equipment, a library and museum. This University v.. . , . ,_ , . , ^ u • • i \ ~ -, ^ • ,•
of 32 stories is' one of six skyscrapers in Moscow. j a machine from which they draw their ticket. Only the indigna-
In the, scientific field many pnpe females are enrolled than! t i o n °t t n e o t n e r riders who have already paid keeps one from
here in the U.S. I t is their duty to keep the state in mind, at not paying, a most efficient system,
all,times relegating marriage and children to an inferior posi-
tion for it is likely that she would be working after marriage
anyway.
Cold Marriages
An interesting: process is the marriage ceremony itself. In
The Moscow River encircles much of the city but it canhot:
compare to the beauty of the Neva that divides in half the war
stricken city of Leningrad. Leningrad was rebuilt alter this,
war, with astounding speed and beauty. Much was reconstructed
Leningrad they take place in a state building at the rate o f j
m t h e s a m e m a n ner as before the war. One famous yachtsman
about sixty per day and are very cold and impersonal. I was i upon seeing the Summer Gardens remarked that if this was
privileged to watch one. and witnessed what any Christian would'all he ever saw of Leningrad he would leave contented. Peter
call.a travesty of the marriage sacrament. The couple to be wed the First's famous Winter Palace sits on the bank of the Neva,
stand in front of a desk inNthe middle of a Iaree room lined the scene of the outbreak of the jBolshevik Revolution. In the
Iwith chairs for any guests'. An authoratative official asks the1; river rests the now' inactive. Aurora, the cruiser whose guns
couple if they are sure that they know what they »are doing and sounded the commencement of both the 1905 and 1917 revolu-
then to the music of a scratchy phonograph record, they both tions, but at this time it is a museum. Artistic tastes are .moi-j?
sign a registration book. To conclude, the official pronounces!than adequately csred for by the Hermitage Museum which
them married and the couple faee each other and passionately! houses one of the largest collections of French impressionism
i shake hands. Following this ceremony the bride and groom and jin the world and the Tretyakov Gallery which contains a collec-
guests retire to a reception roony which js divided into twoltion of indigenous Russian art up to the present day, with modi-
parts. One side, contains a punch bowl and the other contains fications to suit state tastes.
a store where forgetful guests may purchase presents at the
Discrimination Problem
Lastly I must explain one of the reasons why I reject most
last minute. It's'all wonderfully capitalistic.
„ „ r---,- -J , =.« STUDENT ERIC BEOtlDY spent his junior year at the' The Russian meals provided food for thought as well-as . - -
German, are written in English. Only recently Have the main Wniversity of Edinburgh and last summer traveled on the stomach; At the places where we stayed (in Moscow the Hotel iof w h a t t h e y t o l d m e a s t a c t W n e n asking about the g
universities (Leningrad and Moscow) been receiving Westerni continent. .; ; ' [Tourist, and in Leningrad the Hotel X>rushba friendship) each (Problem in Moscow I was told over and over again that there
newspapers; e.g. New-York Times, Manchester Guardian, I . . . o . . a . n m m n , a t o portion contained exactly the same amount of food to.the gram; i ^
a s no Negro problem that they loved the Negro. However,
With this phenomenon originates an awareness of Western-! e s ^
life and customs that hitherto have been repressed by the,State.'
Communism to become more liberal to
•One can see this .most obviously in luxury items and clothes.
Often I was stopped in the street and offered up to seven times
what I paid for any article I was wearing because Western
clothing is far superior to the coarse-material produced there.
Even small items like ball point pens are sadly lacking and
A hint of :this happening occurs in Khrushchev's
serving. For the most part, the meals were laden with starchy
J f o o d s a n d hence you were generally satiated at the end of a
they had to construct, the Friendship University to accommo-
date their African students because they were discriminated
against and sometimes beaten. This and' other false opinions
towards a freer system, both politically and socially. Their atti-
tudes recurred often enough to convince me of the probability-
of such amove as evidenced in Poland in 1956. It may take ten
desperately desired. At any rate, the educated vouth are' be- I01'- twenty years or perhaps longer for enough people to get
' — • . . . • . - . - . • . educated enough to cause a change, but it is inevitable. .»••:.
lake Prisoners
Concerning the attitude of the people, I must again revert
i» generalizations based on two weeks of impressions of only
two cities. For the most part the town people seem very tired;
if someone is briskly walking down the street, you "can be
pretty sure he is a tourist. This impression was verified-, by an
acquaintance of mine who was there during the May Day festi-
val in Red Square, He noticed that the people -tiredly drudged
up to the reviewing stands like lines of .prisoners and. only when
they appeared before the television cameras did they shouts ap-
corning cognizant of some Western products being superior to
theirs a relatively" new concept from what I could discern.
._ - This Western awareness has started a chain of thought In
process that carries over to the ideology. Now, for the firsttimej
ihe Russian youth, in spite of thinking and perhaps believing
fliat Communism presents the most effective, and desirable
-system under which to live, admits that faults exist in the
Communist dogma. They feel that these faults will be worked
©Tit in time but at least they admit their existence and the
Heed for an adaptable system to correct them. They are .be-
some of the dogma that previously theyginning to
Accepted c
Biore conscious
munist Manifesto drafted in July 1961 and to be presented to the | m e a L Especially notable is the black bread and the Vodka !
l e d m e t o a cautious and doubtful acceptance of what I had
u. J. J ,- 4. i - „_ „«„.» „ „ . . '"^jj-pjj Pastes distinctly different from1 our own. I t is sweeter, ' "
but, of the same potency. For popular consumption they pro-
duce a liquid called "rectified spirits" which is 196 proof. ,.
Functions^ Architecture
The architecture of Moscow, excepting the traditional anci-
ent buildings like>St. Basil's, Cathedral in Red Square and the
Byzantine churches- with their onion domes, is simple and
functional. No pretentions are made towards beauty or height,
the average height of their five or six skyscrapers being 30 .
stories.-They-are reminiscent of the Travelers' Insurance'Com-.attention paid to pointed questions and general over-impres-
pany building here in Hartford. On the outskirts of the c i ty j^ o n s f r o m observing the masses. Some requests were denied;
heard.
In conclusion I would like to say that I do not regret the
time I spent in the Soviet Union, but I advise-against one's
going unless he speaks fluent Russian. Because1 of having to
speak to selected groups of students and not being able to talk1,
to the man in the street, I received a very biased view so
filled with propaganda that I continually was arguing to "find
out the truth and still am not sure I received it. \
I learned I learned from constant alertness, careful
y g y
are manv newly constructed apartment houses, but these tooare simple rectangular concrete structures not meant for a '
s l m P l y
W ' ii !"1 «?*
to see a collective farm in operation) while others were
I f you are pondering a trip to the Soviet Union
iscovering the truth bout Communism and howa P ^ ^ g porld's Fair Exhibition. Most astounding are the architectural!"1 «? «!?. "f discovering the truth about Communism and how
pavilions in the Exhibition of-Soviet Economic Progress, a
" f ̂  t h a th f ^ t ^ S ^ ^ X S l
Propaganda Art
l b t t
g
- The conflict takes place between the personal subjective
plane and the higher more idealistic state plane. This can be
test exemplified by a conversation that I had with* a female
Russian student at the University of Leningrad concerning
abstract art, a genre that is prohibited in the Soviet Union at
the present time. Production of art is limited to a realistic and
pose of lethargy. . . "
Often one will see the: people smiling and seeming content,
as most of them are, but seldom do they laugh uninhibitedly as
we, -or the British; French, and Germans doi The reason for
this I think lies in their academic program. Almost invariably
when asked what they did for an evening's entertainment, they
replied that ordinarily they had no time to socialize because
of the amount of studying.they must do. Seldom does one hear
:s have undertaken an
farm machinery, fac-
tory tools, and jet airliners to the latest in fashion design,
methods of advertising and movies. Their newest and most
•powerful prestige automobile, the Volga, of which they are
particularly proud, is strangely suggestive of a 1953 Mercury.
people live there, do not bother; read a book instead.
UNESCO BOOK ,
Scholarships and fellowships
offered- by a total- of 1,750 (
private institutions, govern-
more conventional genre that ALL the people comprehend, for;of parties or student gst-togethers for dancing or singing.
the art serves its main purpose- as propaganda. Examples of
this can be readiiy seen in the fabulous subway systerii in
Sfcscow. This system, built in 1953, has no vending machines,
»o smoking, and hence no litter. Hanging.above are large glass
chandeliers and on the walls are frescoes an\d mosaicsi The
point is that even these magnificent frescoes and mosaic are
Educational Intensity
Concerning higher education I cannot over emphasize the
concentration and intensity of their study. Competition to enter
Moscow, and Leningrad Universities is tremendous and' only
the top-notch students are. admitted. Preference is given to
veterans and people who have worked for two years after sec-
painted and built 5n a realistic genre and inevitably portray the fondary education, before applying. The reason is to obtain a
W smiling happily by his factory machine or plow.
My conversation with the girl centered on. the,attempt, to
have her justify- the prohibition of abstract art: She stated, she
«iid not understand i t and hence it should, not. be produced. T
argued that the mass understanding is no criterion of rejection
and that as it was a genuine evolving art form,, by stifling it,
you stifle progress;. She became very flustered at not being able
to refute my argument and faded into an almost entirely dif-
ferent tone and frame of mind, echoing what was obviously
stafe dogma Hint "abstract art is a disease; it is an illness and
as such shouW be wiped out." ' ' ^
Also, significant is their Circlerama theater— one stands in j m e n t s .intergovernmental andi
the center of a cylindrical building and all around on the ui-r • . '
side of the cylinder above his head an action film (very effec- international organizations, m-
tive) is projected. Also notable is the exhibit of Space Conquest
where films are shown, depicting and describing the trip of
eluding Friendship Among Na-
, . . „ . . XT . . ... - - , . - . . • tions in Moscows, are all listed
Yuri Gagarin. Not forgetting propaganda for a minute, they . .. , . , .... ._, ,
have lined the street leading to the exhibition"'-grounds withim t h e l a t e S t edition of Unesco s
posters advertising the forthcoming victories of the next five Study Abroad, available from
year plan. .
more mature student.body that can handle the education that
Efficient Honesty
Streets are often wide as the Gbrky Boulevard or Garden
Circle - in sMoscow and Nevsky Prospect in Leningrad. Tram
the International Publications
Service, 18 East 33rd Street,
New York 16, New York.
W
This conflict between the individual ana .the state is appar-
ent as well in what we would term religion or philosophy. Be-
, cause they are essentially an atheistic state,, they. have no
bstegory which embraces this new feeling of personal longing
WJCE working out of one's destiny. They' are not so sure they
want such a paternal system governing them now, but the
present attitude is one of wait-and-seeism. So because of the
Introduction of Western ideas into Moscow and Leningrad, the
above conflict is beginning to smoulder in the soul of the Soviet
students. It is my contention-that: as' more and more of the
Soviet Union become educated and realize what is happening
In the Western world, the conflict will develop to the point of
"•=€-•
OUR CLASSIC BLAZERS
and our complimentary odd vests
and odd trousers
Our traditional Biaze'r — cut on our
natural shoulder 3-button model, are
good looking and casually correct. We
also suggest wearing our wefl-taibred
Odd Trousers and Odd Vests.
Medium -weight Navy Flannel
WOtfo Camel Hair in black or brown $69
100% Cashmere in tan mix $79
Our odd Vest in solids or patterns to
compliment the Blazer S5.95 to $20
Our Odd Trousers of worsted, flannel, m
Cambridge, charcoal gray, or brown
Font $1535 to $17.95
V02 Asylum Street
Charge Accounts Invited
Open Mon. thru Sat. . . . Thurs. 'til 9
is; offered.''Very few electives are offered until final year in'lines still exist but busses run constantly for a moderate fee of Price is $3.25.
each major and all students are required to take a military
tactics course that approximates bur ROTC program but with-
out the physical training. They study specific military tactics,
organization ahd battles of the _US Armed Forces, and7 so. fuH*¥m7'underiraduat7~stu-
CLASS OFFICERS
The Sopliomore Class elec-
tions held last week install-
ed the following candidates
as officers: Dave H. Tower,
120 votes, President by a 33
vote margin over Thomas B.
McKune; Douglas L. Dry-
nan, 111 votes, Vice Pres-
ident by a margin of 15
votes over Geoffrey T. Free-
man, and Michael P. And-
erson, 112 votes, Secretary-
Treasurer, by a 17 vote mar-
gin over William W. Nilea.
ID CABDS,HEBE
All Inderitification Cards for
troubling #ith basic training;-e.g a language student would
enter interpreting By our standards, they would be academic-
ally overburdened
Moscow UnA-crsiry is one of the more modern buildings in
Hall. Any who has not
Moscow being built in 1952-55. According to propaganda I re-' sible,
reeejved his ID card must no-





Why the gold Bars?
Future Youi
You're needed.».just as your father and grandfather
were. It's an obligation that a lot of qualified college
men have to meet. If we don't... -
You:
All right. But what can I do for-the Air Force?
Future Youx • •
The Air Force needs college trained men and women
as officers. This is caused by the rapidly advancing
technology that goes with hypersonic air and space
flight. Your four years of college have equipped you
to handle complex jobs.
You:
Say I was interested...how can I get to be an officer?
Future Youi ' • •
You know about Air Force ROTC and the Air Force
Academy. Then there's the navigator training pro-
gram. You've probably heard about Officer Training
School...where the Air Force takes certain college
graduates, both men and women, and commissions
them after three months of training.
You:
Starting salary is important. What about that?
Future Yout
Add it up. Base pay, tax-free allowances, free medi-
cal and dental care, retirement provision, perhaps
flight pay. You don't hare to,be an eco major to see
it adds up to an attractive package.
You: ' ' : :,- ' - • - . •
I've been thinking abo'it getting my Master's.
Future Youi . .
As an officer you can apply for the Air Force Institute
of Technology. At no cost, and while on active duty
some officers may even win their PkJ). degrees.
Yous
Tell me more.
That's the job of your local Air Force Recruiter,"
Or write t» Officer Career Information, Dept.
SC11O, Box 7608, Washington 4, D.C., ji yon
want further information about the navigator
training or Officer Training School programs.
There's a place for
professional achievement in the
U.S. Air Force
Q WOMAN EXECUTIVE Q FASHION MODEL Q NORSE Q SECREUOT Q TEACHES W
Isifbefterto " ' e How many ".
mmw in aolleqe-or cigarettes do
'""' you smoke a clay?
LESS THAN 8 j _ j 8-12
13-1? i 1 t8-22 P I SVER 22Q mm m COUESI Q WAIT TILL IATEB
\mr\ HUM Hsaaj wis




Any way you look at
them-L&M's taste bet-
ter.* Moisturized tobac-
cos make the difference!
Yes, your taste stays
fresh with LfcM-they
always treat you right!
THE TRSNSTV TRIPOD
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Cooper Joins
Health Board
OCT. 16 Dr. Luther Terry
Surgeon General of the
United States, notified Trinity
History Professor Dr. George
B. Cooper of his appointment
comment on his plans for the-
position yet.
Dr. Cooper had earlier been
advised by Connecticut Senator
Thomas--'"bodd that, his name
to the ten-man National Ad- j was being recommended to'
visory Cancer. Council last j Abraham Ribicoff, former
Wednesday. i Connecticut Governor and
The Council, which was es- j now Secretary of Health, Ed.u-
tablishsd under the National! cation, and Welfare, for con-
Health Act to allocate Fed-
eral grants for cancer re-
sicleration for the job.
Altnough he has been active
search, advises the Surgeon,jn appointed political, offices
General on research being j previously, Dr. Cooper says
done in universities, hospitals,; h e h a s never worked in the
'laboratories, foundations, and; a r e a o f public health. Amorjg
individually. The post entails j(jje p o s t s he holds are Editor
three consultations yearly -in^f the Journal of British
Washington, D. C. [Studies, Chairman of the
"I'm very much interested | Trinity Curriculum Commit-
in this work," says Dr. | t e e ]- antj a Trustee - of St.
Cooper, who is currently ] J o s e p h College,
studying the material describ- j
ing his new post that was!
gent to him by the Health,
Education, and Welfare De-
partment. Dr. Cooper has no
CHAPEL SCHEDULE
Monday
8:00 a-ia. Dr. Jacobs
Tuesday
8:00 a.m. Senior Lay Readers: Johft Meyer and
Pete Williams
Wednesday
7:30 a.m. Holy Communion followed by break-
fast; Celebrant: Dr. Kenneth Cam-
eron
Thursday and Friday •
11:30 a.m. Professor Pappas on "Art.and Re-
ligion"
- Sunday
8:30 a.m. Holy Communion; Celebrant: The
Rev. Bradford Ketchum, rector of St.
3obn's Church, Eleasantville, New
York
11:00 a.m. Morning Prayer; guest preacher:
The Rev-Frederick P. Williams, Di-
rector of the Department of Christ-
ian Education, Diocese of Indiana.
assisted by The Rev. Bruce McFher-
'"son of St. David's Churchy Balti-
' more.
5:00 p.m. College Vespers
Freedom
(Continues frorti Page 1)
100 degree heat." Soon after-
wards, Gager and his group
were arrested in .the waiting
rooms.. . - - j
"Idiy White North"
Two weeks later Gager was i
back in what he termed "Lily
White" North and was able to its regular broadcasting sched-
view- racial problems oE the Uai a t 6 p.m. today. Having




OCT. IS—WRTC—FM, ra-, field and New Haven this sea- series and symposiums
••-„••- • „ , - ' • Uon broadcast regularly. A
dio Trinity College, will begin ison- ~ ,
A new 30 loot antenna ac-
counts for this i n c r e a s e d
ars
spe-
cial educational s e * i e 4, en-
titled "Classrooms Unlimited",
-Barkhatn
(Continued from Page 1)
The Dutch Reform Church




in the North, and that "we
can do very well to clean 'our
own camp."
"In New Haven, as in.mosi
other Northern cities," Gagei
explained, "the Negro run?
into-problems in housing, em-
• ployirient and education. Ei
otry and prejudice are cer-
I tainly not. as widespread a>
|'in the South, but there is no
j question that they exist."
| Gager , urged the Trinitj
1 Christian Association, a year-
i old non-sectarian Protestant
I organization under the leader
yship of Will Files, to aid the
iNASPC chapter in Hartford
in helping the Negro to find
equal opportunities. He sug-
gested that it could be very in-
t Medical School wiU be on cam- j fiuential. in standing up for
| pus for interviews Thursday, j the Negro's rights in finding
Meaie&l, Law Interviews
Dr. Kohl of the Downstate
BY RON SPENCER
OCT. 14—Jazz luminary Stan
'• October 19 in Boardman Hall
! 108.. . Appointments should be
imade through Professes^ Bur-
He outlined the purpose of j ger, " ~
his six month old organiza-; rjean E. R. Latty of the
, , T h e Q , e a t i v e W o r W Qf
housing. "I'm sure you could
do a great deal right here on
your campus," he concluded,
Van Cliburn Here
Van Cliburn, winner of the
U n i v e r g i s - c h o o l o f T c h a i k o w s , " competition
ibelieve in the doctrine of t e Kenton led a roaring brass l a - j S t a n Kenton." This group, | L a w w i l l be" here Friday, Octo- Moscow ,is scheduled to pla>"chosen people." These Am- den 22-piece band into the i which Kenton stressed is notjbei, 20 in Alumni" Lounge to Oct. 30 in thepp
kaanens have oppressed the
blacks .mercilessly and are
ready to fight if necessary to
maintain their security, •>
' South Africa has a standard n a a -
Bushnell tonight, and after-j a fan club, was established tojjnter\iew undergraduates in- rial. Mail order
p r e v i o u ; vea r s ' reached only
lion will be heard in Spring
fast
l tower mount- !S produced for the benefit <ot
on top'of 'thai area high schools. This series
on iuy ui ! o f lecturesChemistry Building, will boost Of lectures by Tnmty .
. ir.^ Knrs. bpameo directlY 1y g
broadcasting power from 145
watts to 350 watts. The trans-
sors, e d y into
classrooms of certain HArt-
basement ot Cook dormitory,
\to the Chemistry Tower.,
m o ^ t e r ^ ^ f r a m a t i n g Actions, WBTC presents mu-
portion will be at least one ̂ a l criticism, news analysis,




many other educational pro-
 
the Chemistry Building. The
tower will be braced by guy-
Trinity Fooltoall games, live
music played by Trinity stu-
for the'first ten feet, arid | «ents, interviews with noted
anchored in, the wooden beams I Persons+ in the music world,
of the building. . . .̂ j a n d o t h e r interesang pro
Started In '58 | grams.
WRTC—FM, w h i c h first j Having a c n i e v e d such a
went on: the air in November rapid rate of growth in its
of 1958 grew from the skeleton first three years o£ existence
of a cemmercial AM station. | WRTC will now probably grt
This forerunner was banned; into a period ot gradual level-
from the air by the Fed- j ling off. More polish will b«
eral Communications Commis- added to the announcing arid
sion in 1956.
In its e m b r y o n i e stage.
the ;P r o v i d e communication be-!terested in • l a w school. See
^ I h v e e n th band's devotees and M i h d h Pe a iss Burnham -in the Place-
from $4.65 to $2.10
available from the. Bushnell
max ^ ^
Johannesburg, although ruled |
by fear, are kbl
by ,
modern. After dark, though,
the streets are deserted and
unsafe.
Eich Land
South Africa has 80 per
cent of Africa's industry, 6U
per cent of the world's dia-
monds. Nevertheless", the coun-
try is regressing socially, ex-
plained Barkham.
In an exclusive post-concert
the tall angular Kfin-
enthusiastically discussed
'vrm'oT-tahTv 1 Ws current musical activities.
iemaiKd.uiy _V«,,J. i,;_ »̂ «v.He commented about his soon-
to-be-released album of. Christ-
mas music, saying: "Well I
don't know if I'll _be thrown
out of the church or not, but
I can assure you that we only
recorded traditional religious
pieces—there are no Rudolphs
or Jingle Bells." '•
The often controversial lead-





manual labor in the country
and receivies only a tribal edu-
cation. The mission schools
are closing fast because they
cording of Leonarl" Bernstein's
score for West Side Story. Ac-
cording to Kenton, the score is
one ideally suited for his pres-
ent orchestra.
Praises Youngsters
refuse to educate the blacks! The silver-haired jazz veter-
as' the government demands.
When the other states in
Africa combine in regional
units during the next five to
ten years, South Africa will
be placed in an economic vice
and forced, either peaceably
er by revolution, to abandon
Apartheid policies and align
itself with the rest of the con-
tinent.
an, who has always given
young musicians a prominent
place in his bands, eagerly dis-
cussed the new generation of
players. Drawing on his teach-
ing experience at the C.M. U.
Michigan State, and U. of In-
diana band fclinics, the affabie
Kenton stated that the up-com-
ing musical generation "is the
wildest."
U* of Colorado Adopts
New Student Government
BOULDER, COLO. — (I.P.) | In another campus - wide
•—• The New Government Pro-
posal tNGF) at the University
6f Colorado is now in the pro-
cess of being implemented.
The new constitution replaces
Associated Students with an
• 18-member Student Senate, a
popularly elected president and
Vice president, a series of joint
student-faculty boards, a presi-
dent's cabinet of commission-
ers and a five-member
preme Court.
Su-
Adoption of NGP followed a
movement, the committee on
Student Organization and So-
cial Life (SOSL) will inaugur-
ate, effective this year, its
newly-adopted recognition re-
quirements for campus organ-
ization. SOSL now classifies
University organizations into
one of the following groups;
departmental honoraries, class
honoraries, scholastic honor-
aries, recognition groups, de-
partmental organizations, serv-
ice groups, or special interest
groups.
Series o£ long, complicated J E a c h c a m p u s g r o u p w i l l
steps. NGP was passed once in j n a V e t o r e n e w i t s recognition
I
a student referendum and sub-
mitted to the Faculty Senate
for ratification. A protest on
tirfting sent the proposal back
to' ASUC and eventually to a
second referendum.
The new constitution, the
, second revised document to be
put before students in the past
two years, passed its second
referendum, thus moved to the
Faculty Senate and finally to
the regents. All campus stu-
dents will be eligible to vote
in general elections.
each year. Several important
new requirements set up
SOSL state that: 1. scholastic
honoraries must have a mini-
mum 3.0 cumulatiye grade ave-
rage requirement; 2. there will
be only one men's honorary
and one women's honorary per
class; and 3. honoraries will be
given until the time for rec-
ognition renewal in the fall to
adjust the membership selec-
tion requirements in their con-
stitutions to' meet the new
classification requirements.
- „__ , available from the. Bushne l
to.keep them apprised of thejment Office for appointments. Memorial, Hartford 14, Conn,
leader's musical activity. | ., —. •
The pianist-leader also spoke
enthusiastically about his new
alto saxophonist, Gabriel Bal-
tazar. Kenton is certain that
the saxist is a completely ad-
equate complement to the fine
alto tradition established by
Art Pepper, Charlie Mariano,
and Lennie Niehaus in his pre-
vious bands.
Brass Predominates
Musically, the concert was a
representative example of the
powerful Kenton style. Featur-
ing 14 brass instruments, in-
cluding four unusual bass
trumpet - like •mellophoniums,
the band romped through an
assortment of standards, old
Kenton favorites, and new ma-
terial.
One of the evening's high-
lights was Baltazar's long irn-
provisation on Stairway to the
Stars. He soared all overv the
horn, with the band providing
a solid background setting.
The five trumpeters had a
showcase piece on Malaguena,
one of the best received of the
performances,
• Latin Influence
Latin rhythms still • hold a
prominent place in the band as
indicated by the inclusion of
excerpts from the Johnny Rich-
ards work, Cuban Fire Suite.
Baltazar again was featured,
and he responded with a long,
impassioned, if somewhat
Charlie Parker derived, solo.
Drummer Jerry McKenzie
booted the band along with
considerable verve. His one ex-
tended solo, however, was over-
ly long. Although he worked
out interesting cymbal patterns
there .was little respect for
dynamics or variety in" his
drumming. As a result, he fail-
ed to sustain interest through-
1 out the performance.
The band gave moving rendi-
tions of Maria and Somewhere,
both from West Side Story.
They also played the funky
Waltz of the Prophet, a semi-
symphonic rendition of My Old
Flame, and the Kenton classic
Intermission Riff.
programming. S t u d i o s and
equipment will be ; enlarged
WRTC:s air time was devoted and improved when a move is
almost entirely to music. Since; made to the planned Fine Arts
I then the Station has extensive- j Center.
jly broadened its scope. The] The station plans to ent&r
staff has grown from only a;one completely new field this
few to almost 100 members, j year. Radio drama, written,
^ . ^ ^w..v , ATOP WETC's NEW 30 foot j Educational programs, such as I-directed, and acted by students
tickets. range! high tower, a technician fast-1 En Passant, a new series in) will be produced. The first of
2.1 , and are'.ens the first of two transmit-i French w i t h Mr. Norman; these dramatic shows may be
ters which will double the. sta-jLong, play a large part in the {based on the 1936 Hungarian
tion's power. .programming. College lecture' Revolution.
TONIGHT
'Know Thyself I : Look at Yourself" is the
t6pie of tonight's Freshman Convocation, Dr.. M. C>
Langhorne, Chairman of the Freshman-Sophomore
Advisory Council, is the speaker for this and the
next three Convocations.
The meeting is scheduled to start at 7 p.m. in
the Washington Room of Mather Hall. Refresh-
ments will be served at the end of the lecture.*






W i RHHSM COUPONS
SPECIAL TRINITY RATES!
Across From Chinese Hitching Post
2Vi Mi. Smith nn Berlin Turnpike
M B S i
BBSSISSSXJUSBIUUHUHM
It's sporty, it's speedy, ifs-a SPRITE ...and ifs yours!
•All you have to-do Is like win! -
FILTERS
LIGGETT I MYEBS TOBACCO CO. FOR NEW ENGLAND COLLEGE STUDENTS
PACK OR BOX REGULAR OR KING
Here's the story, man. Eight, count 'em,
eight of these swinging Sprites will go to
eight guys or gals in New England colleges.
The other 44 states strictly; don't count. Get
the picture, get the odds? This is one ̂ eal
you've got to get in on. ...
First thing to do, get your hand on a-Regis-
- tration Envelope, which gives you the easy
Contest Rules. You'll find Registration
Envelopes everywhere—all around cainpus
and in your local smoke shops. Our Liggett
& Myers Campus Rep has stacks of them,
too—so track him down. .
Next, you take a little quiz. It's printed right
on the envelope, see, it's about, sports cars
and you can do it in like 47 seconds. Then




or-L&M's(orjif you're a menthol man,0asis),
tear the bottom panels off all 5 packs, tuck
them in the envelope, sign your name and
mail it., '
Now comes the brain work. If you pass the
quiz you'll receive a limerick in the mail
with the last line missing. So finish it! Send
in the best rhyme you can think of. If the
judges (an independent, impartial lot)
think your line is the cleverest, you're IBst
behind the wheel of your Sprite already.
Enter incessantly! Because therft ar* 8
Sprites up for grabs, dad! The 4 winners of
the Fall Contest will be announced at th«
end of the Fall Semester. Then the whol*
jazz goes into high gear again-and toward
the end of the Spring Semester the other 4
Sprites go on the block, So stay with it til
year — keep smoking those wonderful
* Chesterfield, L&M or Oasis cigarettes—k«4p
trying! Win, man!
Buy 5 packs and get started. There will hs
8 new '62 Sprites on the campuses of little
old New England by next May, and you
might as well jingle the keys to one of them
in your jeans. . . r ight?
GET WITH THE GRAND PRIX...EKTER TODAY, ENTER INCESSANTLY!
MONDAY, OCTOBER 1<5, 1961
THE TRINITY TRIPOD PAGE FIVE





Deals Jumbos Mrst Loss
downs, Taylor lofted a pass,
set Win Boosts Record
• (Continued from Page i)
dove into the center of the
Trinity Hue for the touchdown
| *» * Tilth 5 minutes left in the jper-
l^, '" jfcd, But Trinity fans-still'had,
f- something to cheer about, as-
"" Deveaux, running for the two*
point conversion, Was stopped
by Tom Cal&brese.
The Bantams tried to mount
an offensive, but were thrown
back. Bennett punted low, and
the ball bounced away from
one man, and was finally
j£« stopped by another on the 10,
a 53-yard kick. Tufts opened
tip their offense, as spectators
snd even pressbox occupants
scurried lor cover to avoid a
heavy shower. Only fine de-
fensive work by Soph guard
Gerry Deneault contained the
Jumbos.
p ,
his only one of the half, far
dowrifieid, where Campbell
Was in the clear. But- it
dropped right 'Between his
palms, and Bennett purited to
the Tufts 37.
The Jumbos again started on
one of their ball-possession
drives. Three inside plays put
the ball at midfield, Where, oh
second down, Deveaux went to
the Bantani 29 oa a draw play.
After two plays Were stopped
for no gain by Galliano and
Schulen'berg, DeveauX skirted






yards and a first doWiron the
26. He took the ball on the re-
verse two plays later, and
charged across midfield, where
he was stopped.by Denault in
a last-dilch attempt. He then
caught a pass from Hickey,
but was stopped on the 36 as
the half ran out.
Jumbos Control Ball
Tufts controlled the b&E for
aost of the'third quarter, but
-fine defensive work held them
| j in check. The Jumbos moved
their own 43, where, on two
[^successive plays, Szumczyk
and Denault dropped Doran at
the line of scrimmage, ~ and
MacDonald, going off right
tackle, ran right into linebac-
ker Mike Schulenberg. On
' third down, Hickey flipped a
jS"*, screen pass to reserve fullback
~JI_ Bert Meltzer, but W i n n e r
?S* Caught him after a two-yard
A advance, and the Jumbos were
3; ' forced to punt.
^ ' Adzigian's punt was partial-
'Jt. Jy blocked and Calabrese let it
-_ toll dead at the Bantam 25.
-% 6n the subsequent series of
blocked out, Deveaux tripped.
This was a big break for the
Bantains*
Bailfam Ball
-Tufts moved down to the
slk, where Doran tooK a pitch-
out and started around left
end. But he lost control of the
ball and Guiliano • and Winner
along with three • other de-
ferisenien, went after it, with
Winner finally emerging from
the pileup with the ball <fn the
ten as the quarter ended.
An eighteen play drive cov-
ering ninety yards thpn en-
sued, as the Bantams, aided by
a Tufts' penalty, moved for
the key score. SzUmczyk wept
10 yards and almost broke a-
way. Tufts held the locals, and
Bennett dropped 'back to kick
with the ball on the 29.
Bennett's punt Ml dead on
the 32 yard line as Szumczyk
covered well, but back upfield,
Bennett was lyihg on the
ground. A roughing the kicker
penalty gave the Bantams a
first down on their own 44.
Polk drove off tackle into
Tufts territory, and Campbell,
whose running entertained
Hilltopper supporters all day
long, went for the first down
on the 44.
WASHINGTON DINER INC.
Serving Trinity Men Since 1940
home of famous . . , \
CHARCOAL BROILED BlE'F
HOMEMABE PUS
Quality Service From Hamburger To Lobster
175 Washington Street CH 7-6272
GERRY DENEATJXT TACKLES Jumbo halfback Ralph
Doran at rain-splattered Trinity Field, Saturday. Doran was
leading ground-gainer of the afternoon with 108-yaards in 16
carries. (Photo by Williams)
FULLBACK BILL FOLK finds running room and takes
off on second quarter 24-yard gallop Which set up the first
Trinity tally. Polk stepped out of bounds on the Tufts three.
(Cotta Photo)
Polk made nine yards off
tackle, but a ffiixup in signals
on the next play forced Tay-
lor to recover, his own fumble
for a five' yard loss. But the
Bantams, .getting the crucial
yardage , all afternoon, • sent
S2utne£yk straight ahead, and
the big halfback powered his
way down to the 27.
Trin Scores
Szumezyk and Campbell
went down to the 18, and Tay-
lor kept the ball and ran off
the left side for the necessary
yard. Campbell and Polk
drove down to the 10, and
Szumczyk was stopped after a
one yard advance. Faced with
another fourth down situation,
the Bantams were again equal
to the occasion.
Fine linework ,by Deneault
and Whitters allowed Szum-
czyk to move off tackle to the
six. Polk then went through
the left side of the line right
mto the end zone. Taylor, pas-
sing off the spread forma-
tion, connected with Winner
for the two points. Trinity held
a 14-6 lead with less than sev-
en minutes to go.
An onside kickoff and De-
veaux's running moved Tufts
to their own 40. But again the
Bantams came up with the
clutch plays. Winner dropped
Doran for a four yard loss, and
Guiliano tripped Deveaux
three yards behind the line.
Adzigian ran back to the 37,
and then on fourth down faked
a punt.
Bantams HoW Till Gun
On the fake, he flipped a
swing pass tt> Deveaux in' the
right flat. But Guiliano hit
him, and Bill Fox recovered
the subsequent fumble on the
S3, with two and a half min-
utes to go. After Taylor's de-
laying tactics were thwarted
by Tufts' frequent time outs,
Bennett punted to the Tufts'
ten, where sub halfback Bob
Go Trin, GO!
Wigglesworth tried to get' into
open field but was smothered
by five Bantams, led by Fox.
Hickey tried to move the
ball, but was stopped by an
alert defense. He sent Deveaux
mto the middle after faking a
pitchout, but Whitters and De-
neault smothered the Jumbo
and pushed him back to the
eight. He hurled a wobbly pass
far downfield to Doran, but
Calabrese knocked it down on
the* 40. A screen pass to De-
Veaux was good for ten, but
Wiafter hit Deveaux as Tufts
tried the same, play again,
and the Bantams took over
With It) seconds left.
"Taylor took his time in the
huddle, and fell on the ball as
the game ended, with the Trin-
ity spectators, those that were
hardy enough to stick it out
in the driving, cold fain, emp-
tying onto the field.
2-0'l Record
The victory was Trinity's
first conquest of the Jumbos
since Dan Jessee's undefeated
"season of 1955. The Bantams
now have a record of two wins
and one tie, while the Jum-






to be some dissension
on the squad."
"Do you think
the coach would get
mad if we punted
on first down?" -
"So that's why they
Gall him Crazy Legs!"
WHY ONLY 11 MEN ON A FOOTBALL TEAM? Because all the other students
are just too busy. Yes, busy doing research, studying, smoking Luckies,
pfaying bongos, smoking Luckies, dating, partying, praising professors
and smoking Luckies-much too busy for football. Why so many* "smoking
Luckies"? Simply this: We try to give an honest representation of college life;
and college students smoke more Luckies than any other regular cigarette
_so smoke Luckies.
CHANGE TO LUCKIES and get some toste for a change!
of c/nei Jvmebiecm dafot££0-l£o7tj&a*&— UoUazEo- is our middle nams
DAN'S DANDY
TRINITY (14) .





Sacks: Taylor, Szumczyk, Camp-
bell, Polk. Cutlneen. Silver, Cala-
brese, Oulinason,
TUFTS (6>
Ends: Hourihan, Morien, Branam
Tackles: . C u r t i s , ThojnpsoB,
AieHo.
Guards: May, Moore, Serino.
Centers: McDuffee. Glass.
Backs: S i c k e n MaeBonald, Dor-
an, Deveaux. Ad2iglan, Wiggles,
worth, Meltzer.
Trinity 6 6 0 8—14
T U F T S 0 6 0 0— 6
Scoring:
Trin — Campbeli, 1 (kick failed)
Tufts—MacDonald 1 (run failed).













0. Passes intercepted by
4-39 ••• Pun t s 1-2?
ft Fumbles lost 2
45 Yards penalized 40






• Informal welcoming dance to start
ihefua.
» College Bay at the Beach...the
biggest beach farty b£ the year.
» All-day cruise to historic St>
Gebf ge. Lutteheori, Calypso jausie,
Gombey Dancers.
Round Robiii Teitaiss T&ttrnament.
College Week Golf Competition.
OoUege Talent Revue.
FUft Festival •ftfitii jazz concerts,
choral groups, dance contests.
Barbecue Luncheon.
The Bantam linemen, parti-
cularly 'in the second half.
Were out charging-the visitors.
Several times they were so
anJdous -that they moved on a
defensive , sighal, believing it
to have come from the quart-
erback. Quarterback Taylor
did a fine job of play-calling,
and although several' times
Was unsuccessful in throwing
the WSt ball, proved himself
to be a top-notch quarterback.
Szumczyk Was once again the
workhorse of the Bantams,
carrying 19 times for 82 yards,
while Campbell and Polk ware
also top gainers.
Doran of Tufts wais the
leading ground-gainer with 108
yards on 16 carries, while De-
veaux carried 27 times for 106.
Tufts played without the serv-
ices Of 260-pound Carmine Pa-
risi, who took the Bantam run-
ning attack apart last fall in
^ Medford. Harry Arlanson's
2531 club played a iine game, but
411 were unable to come up with
p the big play.
The Bantams wore up for
this game, knowing Tufts
be the favorite. In the two pre-
vious games, Trinity gave
lackluster performances a-
gainst supposedly inferior
teams, but today the Bantams
showed that they can perform
with the pressure on, and Ihpy
will have to keep producing
when they ment ottce-beaten
Colby next week.
by steve perreault
Tufts can have their all-East fullback Ron De-
veaux. We've. got our Bantains!
Trinity put on a football show last Saturday that
won't be forgotten around here for a long time to come.
The Jumbos outrushed us 253 yards to 180, outpassed
us 41 yards to 16, and picked up 18 first downs to our
12, but we outfought them every inch of the way . . .
That's why we won. j
A Trinity eleven hadn't beaten the Jumbos for
five years, but this one turned the trick. Underdogs
that they were, the Bantams rose to meet the chal-
lenge. •
TEAM EFFORT
It was a new team that took the field on Saturday,
not the one which had whimpered its way past Wil-
liams and St. Lawrence. Right from the opening kick-
off, the Trinity side of the field sensed that this was
the day for their squad. They cheered and hollered and
screamed right on through the drenching rain as they
never had before . . . and their team didn't let them
down. ' Trinity scrapped for the first down when it
counted. They held fast when Tufts threatened. And
most important, they .didn't stop till they reached the
Jumbos' end zone.
Who were the standouts of the day? There were
Don Taylor and Bill Campbell and Sam Winner and
Bill Polk and George Guiliano and Bill Fox and John
Szumczyk — to name just a few. Linemen and backs
alike gave their all. Let's just say a team called Trin
was the big gun, for this was truly a united effort.
LAMBERT CUP?
Everyone expected Trinity to try and go over the
big Tufts line via Taylor's throwing arm. But with
the ball wet and slippery, the Bantams had little choice
other than to stay on the ground. Pleasant surprise
that it was, Szumczyk, Polk, and Campbell time after
time broke through the Jumbos' forward wall, and
squirmed and twisted for precious yardage till the op-
posing backs finally rode them to the ground. .
..What did Saturday's surprising win do for our
Bantams? It left them among the fast-dwindling num-
ber of unbeaten college elevens in the East, it enabled
them to redeem themselves for the almost lackadaisical
performance of the first two weeks, and, of utmost im-
portance, it gave them a boost of much-needed confi-
dence.
This squad may not be the greatest in Trinity his-
tory, but it certainly is a game one . . . The big victory
over Tufts could well have given them the impetus to
finish the season,; in fine style. This week's game with
Colby will be another tough one. The Mules dropped a
16-14 squeaker to Tufts two weekends ago. You can
bet they'll be trying to sink their teeth into our un«
beaten Bantam's hide.
Meanwhile, hats off to our stout-hearted squad for
an afternoon of superb football
f h
and poo-hoo top p
Tufts and their coveted Lambert Cup. We've got ouf
own nominee.
tX ELECTS
The Alpha Chi Chapter of
Theta Xi Fraternity announced
last week that the following
brothers have been elected of-
ficers: David W. Strawbridge,
President; Scott W. Reynolds,
Vice President; Frederick M.
Pryor, Treasurer; John E.
Lamphear, Senior Steward;
Richard W. Wheelock, Junior
Steward; S. Anders Ybeom,
Jr., Secretary; and John A.
Kent, Scholarship Officer.
EDUCATION
UNESCO's third volume of
World Survey On Education,
covering schooling and instruo
tion for students between ths
a^es of 12 and 18 in 200 Coun-
tries has Just been made avail-
able by the International Publi-
cations Service for $33.00.
Volumes One and Two, pubr
iished in 1955 and 1958, arft
currently available at $16 and!
§28 respectively.
Special Golf and "Tennis Trophies.
ALL YOURS AT NO CHARGE
The BERMUDA
Trade Development Board







N O W •';'•
Trinity College
Bookstore
BANS-AM MNI5MAJS MIKE SCHULENBERG lunges
for Tufts' ball carrier during surprise 14-6 Trinity win Sat-
urday. ' ,






tASTY DINNERS ALWAYS A SPECIALTY.







PAGE SIX I HE TRINITY TRIPOD
Dathmen Look Sharp In
Wins Over Tufts, U-Mass
By SCOTT
MEDFORD, MASS., Oct. 14 —
The Dathmen produced their
second win of the week by top-
ping Tufts today 3 to 1. The
Jumbos, who were rated by
Dath as the biggest and best
squad that the, locals have turn-
ed out in several years, played
a bruising brand of ball, but
fell prey to Trinity Jiustle and
fine play.
Ted Synn, Buzz Tompkins,
and Hunt Brasfield provided
the scoring punch for the Ban-
tams. Dave Cowles tallied the
lone Tufts goal.
The game itself was rough-
ly played. Trinity casualties
were Baird Morgan, Dave Ray-
mond, and Don Mills. Morgan
along with halfback Randy
Plass and goalie Mike Ander-
son turned in workhorse per-
formances. Another bright spot
for the Bantams was the de-
pendable play of Francis Ja-
cobs who recently converted
from fullback to halfback.
Tufts Threaten
The Medford team seriously
threatened at the end of the
first and fourth periods, but
were held off by the Trin de-
fense.
Ted Synn started the scor-
ing at 20:30 of the first period.
Synn trapped a high pass and
lofted the ball over the "head
of the Tufts goalie from six
yards out for his first goal of
the season.
• Neither side tallied in the se-
cond quarter or through most
of the third. Buzz Tompkins
blistered one home at 19:15 of
the third period to give the
Bantams a 2 to 0 advantage.
Fifteen seconds later, Cowles
notched the lone Jumbo count-
' er on a disputed play. The
Trinmen claimed that goalie
Mike Anderson had possession
of the ball when Cowles kick-
ed it, but the tally was allowed.
Hunt Brasfield collected the
final score at 12:30 of the final
period. Brasfield deflected a
corner kick into the nets for
.the Bantams' third tally.
In losing, the Jumbos absorb-
ed their, fourth straight defeat
of the season. They had pre-
viously lost to Harvard, Am-
herst, and MIT. Trinity now
standing at two wins and one
loss, travels to the University













Trinity 1 0 1 1—3
Tufts 0 0 1 0—1
Goals scored "fay Trinity — Synn
'(sub), Tompkins, Brassfield (sub),
... Tufts — Cowles (sub).
OCTOBER 11 — The varsity
.•hooters continued their fine
• play today, but threw off their
opening game scoring Jinx to
beat the. University of Massa-
chusetts 3 to 0. The Trinity of-
•fense stole the show all after-
.noon giving goalies Mike And-
erson and Bob Bordogna an
easy shutout. John Pitcairn
notched two goals and assisted
on Pete Sherin's to pace the
scoring.
Neither side could muster an
attack in the early minutes of
the game. Halfback Baird Mor-
gan initiated the offensive at-
tack with a booming shot and
a subsequent lead pass to Bruce
Leddy. The Bantam front line
kept up the pressure for the
remainder, of the contest.
John Hicairn started off the
afternoon where he left off in
the MIT game. Pitcairn took a
long pass from Jim de Vou,
but overshot the goal. A few
minutes later he pounced on an
errant ball, but his drive was
wide, to the left. Not to be left
out of the act, Don Mills gath-
ered in a stray pass, but his
boot was inches over the cross-
bar.
Pitcairn Connects
The Redskins threatened ser-'
iously when a kick bounded
over the heads of Wes Feshler
and Doug Anderson. U Mass
f o r w a r d Stam Paleocrassas
broke through, but was thwart-
ed on a fine save by Trin
goalie Mike Anderson.
After hard drives by Hunt
Brasfield, the Bantams finally
broke the deadlock at 20:10.
John Pitcairn alertly charged
U Mass goalie. Dick Haavisto
who fumbled a long shot. Pit-
cairn toed the lose ball home
for his first tally of the day.
Trinity's -ball control and
sharp passing continued into i first
the second period. Haavisto
managed to halt the scoring,
but the pressure was seldom
off the Redskin goal.
Barrage of Shots
Play opened up considerably
in the third quarter. Pitcairn
tallied his second goal on a
long boot following a perfect
cross pass. Trinity then start-
ed a barrage of successive
shots by Buzz Tomkins, Dave
Raymond, Hunt Brasfield, and
Pitcairn.
Wes Feshler saved the Ban-
tam shutout with a spectacular
defensive save in the final per-
iod. With Trin goalie Bob Bor-
dogna out of the cage, Feshler
stepped into the goal mouth to
make a head save on a shot by
Paleocrassas,
Pete Sherin tallied the final
counter late in the last quart-
er. Sherin took a pass from
feat.
with as
victory against one de-
The Dathmen operated
many as five sopho-
mores in the line up on route
to the win. U Mass had previ-
ously beaten Coast Guard and
lost to Williams.
Navy Officers Here
Representatives of the Naval
Officer Procurement Program
will visit Trinity tomorrow
from. 10 a.m. until 2 p.m. to
tell juniors and seniors about
what the Navy has to offer
college graduates.
The officers will be available
in the Snack Bar Lounge to
discuss the Officer Candidate
School. They stress that ̂ per-
fect uncorrected vision is not
necessary for the School. No
previous military experience is
required.
In addition to such benefits
as medical care, the successful)
candidate can expect to earn





• After a highly successful
scrimmage with the Central
Connecticut ' J.V.'s on Thurs-
day, Chet McPhee"s Freshman
footballers are looking for-
ward to the season's opener
with Springfield this Friday.
Although each team only
scored one touchdown, McPhee
was pleased with the way his
[the line's unfaniUariiy '» set*





Fred Prillaman, in adcE-
to End Randy Kent wese
stand-outs.
score came1 in the-
of the scrimmage,
when a mixup in secondary as-
signments led to a long ID
pass. But generally, the Ban-
tams
: BIG MM FOX had the wind kaiocked out of him against
Tufts ••on Saturday, but you can bet he. will be throwing his
bulky frame at Colby linemen come this weekend.
. * (Photo by Williams)
successful season is the
Pitcairn and lofted the ball over between $11,000 and 515,000
the -toead̂  of EL startled 'U^ Mass j during his three years and
f o u r months of active duty,goalie into the far corner of
the cage.
For the Bantams, who con-
tinue to impress, it was their
and he will be drawing over
$6,000 per year at the time of
release.
Frosh Open Soccer Season
With 3-0 Shutout Victory
BY JOHN O'NEIL
OCT. 12—The Bantam fresh-
man soccer team, blanked the
freshmen of the University of
Hartford 3-0 in a penalty rid-
den game today for their first
season victory. The visiting
Bantams met little opposition
outside of Hartford's goalie Pat
Syme, who did an outstanding
job guarding the nets.
Holding the Shultzmen to
three goals in 43 shots, Syme
turned in undoubtedly the best
performance of the day for-the
losers. Trinity played jiearly
the entire game in Hartford
territory, making it ah ̂  easy
day for Trin goalie Don Kolb,
who had but two shots to
block. "
Trinity got,off to an early
start in the first quarter when
Ousman Sallah, on an assist
by left wing Rosco Doorley,
put: the visitors ahead 1-0. In
the middle of the second quar-
ter, Dan Swander's penalty
kick ricocheted off a defending
Hartford fullback and into the
net. Because of an existing
rule, GHed. Markovich, who
was ^nearest the ball at the
time, was credited with the
goal.
Sallah J>ara:les
In the third quarter after re-
ceiving a pass from John Eoz-
zett, Sallah dazzled the spec-
tators and opposition alike as
he went on' to score the final
goal. Goalie Pat Syme stopped
all Bantam bids for a goal,
and was the only defensive
backbone for the losers.
Penalties and fouls prevent-









goals past Pat Syme
Unbeaten Bantams Meet
Colby Before Parents'
Day Crowd On Saturday
team moved the ball and held; d e v e i o p m e n f of reserves, as
on defense. The main threat of j m o s t o f t n e squad lacks expei-
the yearlings is the passing ofijence.
Merrill'Yavinsky. The six footj
ISO pound quarterback gave aj
fine exhibition in_the scrim-j
mage. Passing from both • T j
and Spread formations, he was i
generally successful in hitting I
his targets, in addition to run- j
ning the option play well. . I
McPhee also cited the run-j
nine and receiving of half bacK *
Joe Barnard. Lev
I so ran well, as did
Bob Hartman and Dee Kolewe.
TilB lctttsl* WcLS 3. DU.iW3.rK 3-S
linebacker on defense.
The running attack stalled
in spots, but this was due to
have them both called back be-
cause of penalties.
The team as/a whole looked
its best this year, with the
possible exception of their 2-1
win over the varsity on Wed-
nesday. Fullbacks Ed Lazzerini
and Al Haemerli, halfbacks
Dave Auchincloss and Pete
Sturrock and wings Bod
Brown and AT Crane put in ex-
ceptional performances. Sal-
laE, Swander, and Josephson
all contributed heavily in the
win.
The freshmen have an open
date this week, but face Wes-
leyan on October 23, in Mid-
dletown.
This- Saturday, the Colby
Mules invade Hartford to take
on the. Bantams. The assem-
bled crowd of students .and
their parents should see an ex-
citing battle between two fine
squads.
Colby defeated Springfield
27-21 Saturday, after dropping
a close one to Tufts, 16-14. Dan
Jessee's-squad will, be trying
to even • up the series at sixp
wins, apiece against basically
the same .club that squeaked
out a 22-14- win last. fall in
Waterville, Me. .
Like the Bantams, Colby has
a small squad with • fair re-
serve strength. Only 28 men
came out ior football at the
Maine school this year, and it
was feared that . the team
would not be an outstanding
one. Thus far, though, the
Mules have efcaped the injur-
ies which, have plagued ..the
Jesseemen, and Have*a 3-1 ree
ofd. .
The Mules' T attack is run
by veteran quarterback Ken
Bee,, with Dick Robbat a good
reserve. Bruce Kingdon- and
co-captain John McHale fill the
halfback slots, with Dave Cox
at fullback.
The line also lacks reserve
strength. Jim Bridgeman, the
other co-captain, anchors the
enter of the line, with Charles
Thayer and Bob Drewes at
uards. The Mules have a big
pair of tackles in Dick Bonale-
wiez and Norman Dukes, and
Bruce Waldman and Paul
White head a good end staffi
TV Fans Watch LeClerc Dump John Unitas;;.
Former Bantam Great Kicks Field Goal, Three EPs
As Chicago Bears Halt Baltimore Colts, 2440 '
OCT. 15 —With power cur-
tailed at the College this after-
noon and thus the television in
t h e Mather Hall lounge
strangely silent, Trinity foot-
ball fens journeyed to different
parts of the city—even as far
as the Vernon Street establish-
ments, to see the Chicago
Bears play the Baltimore
Colts.
The principal reason for see-
ing the game was . to watch
Trinity . alumnus Roger Le-
Clerc in action. Up to now,
Roger has been but a name in"
the sports pages of the local
^papers, usually in parentheses.
He has assumed all place-kick-
ing duties for the Bears, and
Bantam boosters, • hearing that
he Jiad. kicked a 50-yard field
goal against Detroit last Sun-
day, were interested to see the
former little All-America selec-
ition oh the field.
LeClerc treated his Trinity
fans to a real show. In the
first quarter he opened • the
scoring with a 13-yard three-
pointer. Local viewers noted a
number 54 playing right tao>
kle on the Bears' defensive line,
holding his own against larger
opponents.
Traps Unitas
In the second quarter, John
Unitas, Colts' .quarterback,
went back to pass on a third
down situation and was spilled
by LeClerc. The Colts were
forced to punt, and the Bears
took over and marched down
for their first touchdown.
While Roger did not monop-
olize' the tackling statistics, he
performed well in detaining
Colt receivers at the line . of
scrimmage so that Unitas had
to run the ball himself. In the
fourth quarter, he chased U-ni
tas so that the Colt threw a
hurried pass which was inter-
cepted by Chicago's Rich Petti-
bon.
At Trinity Field during the
1958 and 1959 campaigns, Le-
Clerc was one of'the biggest
men on the field. With the
Bears, however, he appears
dwarfed by defensive end Doug
Atkins, who is 6'8"' and 255
pounds, compared with Roger's
235 pounds on a 6'3" frame.
However, as witnessed today
by Hartford viewers, he is a
bulwark' on the Bear line which
helped the Bears to a 24-10 vic-
tory. .; ' " " *
Kicks Three Points
In addition to his fine defen-
SIC FLICS
sive work, LeClerc converted
after all three Chicago touch
downs, and sent Colt men deep
in their own end zone on kick
offs.
Watching on television, "and
hearing the words" . . . a Two
year veteran from Trinity..."
is quite a thrill to Trinity men.
although it seems likely tha






which reigns in ,the upper
classes." But future appear-
ances of Mr. LeClerc on tele
vision should prove to instill
the feeling that Trinity foot
ball has always been of the
highest caliber.
\
wGee5 honey, you'll never
pass your physics exam unless
yon learn to loosen up P
• ..- ^ ,KING "
PGARETTES i
21 GREAT TOBACCOS MAKE 20 WONDERFUL SMOKES!
GET WITH THE GRAND PRIX . . . . ENTER'TODAY, ENTER INCESSANTLY!
George Wein presents on Bushnell Stage
MORT SAHL
Joanie So
SATURDAY - 'OCTOBER'21 - S:30 P.M.
TICKETS NOW AT BUSHNELL BOX OFFICE
Prices (inc. tax) $4.30 $3.75 - $3.20 $2.65 $2.10 $1.55
FIRST APPEARANCE IN HARTFOIID
KINGSTON TRIO
America's Most Famous Folk
Singing Group
SUNDAY - OCTOBER 29 - 8:00 P.M.
Prices (inc. tax) Orch. or 1st Bal. "84.85, $4.30, $3.75; 2nd
Bal. $3.20, $2.65, $2.10.
•* TICKETS NOW BY MAIL OR. AT BOX OFFICE
In ordering by mail please enclose stamped return envelope. Make




brary has just made available1
two • new geologic quadrangle
maps, prepared by the Stats
Geological and National His-
tory Survey in cooperation
with the U.S. Geological Sur-
vey. Copies of the following
maps may be purchased from
the Connecticut State Library.
for $1.04:
.. Bedrock Geology of the Nor-
wich Quadrangle, Map GQ-144,




Quadrangle, Map G -
IM SCENE
Alpha Chi* Rho and the
Brmvneli Ciub are in a dead-
lock for first place in ear!1'
American League intramural
football competition. Both aie
presently sporting "perfect 3 0
records. Sigma Nu has the top
spot all to itself in the Nation-
al League. The Nu also is un-
defeated in three games thus
far.
The present standings based
on scores turned in at tht




















The Placement 'Office has re-
ceived . information from the
U n i t-e d States Information
Agency regarding the Voice of
America, The Agency, is inter-
ested in applicants for two
programs -^ the summer pro- j
gram and the career employ-
ment 'program. Undergradu-
ates may apply for the sum-
mer, and seniors receiving.:
their degrees this June may
apply for the summer or the
career program. .
Qualifications are as follows:
English or a foreign language,
a knowledge and an under-
standing of American and for-
eign cultures, and/or a techni-
cal ability in radio producing.
The final date for test, appli-
cations is December 21. Com-
plete information is available
in the Placement Office.
WHAT TRINITY OPPONENTS ARE DOING
Opponent (Record) Last Week Vrs. Trinity
Colby (3-1) Springfield 12-7-21) Oct. 21
Franklin & Marshall (10-3) Dickinson (0-25) Oct. 28
Coast Guard (1-2) , Wesley, an (13-9) Nov. 4
Amherst (3-0) Bowdoin (27-6) Nov. 11
Wesleyan (0-3) Coast Guard (9-13) Nov.18
MARION'S
ETTE
"A REAL DELIGHT IN
DELICATESSEN TREATS'
just over the reeks




Adler SC's are guar-
anteed not to shrink
out of fit or your mon»
ey back. Lamb's woof,
in men'sand women's
sizes, in white and 12
other colors, Just $1
at fine stores.
ADLER SC's AVAILABLE IN WHITE AND COLORS AT
S . FOX & CO
SAGE-ALLEN
